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Senate Considers WBS-FM, Judiciary Changes 
By Mary Ruth Koehler '72 Talbott '72, incoming CG Presi-
Following considerable efforts dent, moved that Senate guarantee 
to recruit a quorum, Senate focus· WBS sufficient money over the 
ed its discussion on the WBS re· next three years to allow them to 
quest for funds for an FM station expand. 
a?~ the propose.d judiciary re· The guarantee, set at a maximum 
VISlOns. The m~etmg la~t Wednes· of $10,000, would be borrowed by 
day was 0e fmal session of the the college and repaid through a 
curren: officers. . , budget allotment from SOFC. The 
Pr~s1dent. Sue. Ir_vmg ?1 se~ a motion carried. 
45 mmute time hm!t on d1scuss1on . 
to the principal issues, to prevent Moral Commitment 
overextension of the meeting. This One of the objections raised to 
attempt at order met with general guaranteeing a smaller sum over 
approval. a longer period of time was that 
No Provision it was unethical to bind Senates 
According to Sue, there was no beyond the present class generation 
provision in the College budget to such a commitment. It was felt 
for WBS to allow them to expand that to repay the Joan in three 
to an FM facility. This placed the years was feasible in view of the 
burden of financing the expansion budget allotment to WBS this year. 
on Senate, if that body agreed. Af· Sue Swan '73, spokesman for 
ter discussion of the problem, Page WBS, emphasized that the new fa. 
Academic Council Discusses 
Proposal On Credit, Honors 
By Laurie Goldberger '73 
The proposal on credit-non 
credit, the honors program and aca-
demic distinctions was discussed 
at great length at Academic Coun-
cil last Thursday. The proposal, 
however, will not be acted upon as 
it stands. Prior to final considera-
tions the proposal will go back to 
the Committee on Curriculum and 
Instruction for revision. Miss Phyl-
lis Fleming, Dean of the College, 
urged that all faculty and students 
send to the committee any sugges-
tions they wish to have considered 
during the reformulation of the 
proposal. 
Guns and Policemen 
Before the discussion on the pro-
posal, Mr. Donald L. Polk, Direct-
or of Educational Services, spoke 
of his opposition to policemen 
carrying guns and having the pow-
er to kill. He said that he would 
very much like to present this 
problem, in the form of legislation, 
to the state. A meeting is being 
held to discuss various ~tages in 
achieving this goal. 
Another piece of business was to 
discuss and act upon those courses 
which had not been passed along 
with the rest of the curriculum of 
1971-72. Religion 255 and 315 were 
subject to questions concerning 
their course titles and descriptions. 
Mr. Fred Denbeaux, professor of 
religion and biblical studies, ex-
plained that Religion 315 was de-
scribed as a "library studio" as a 
"fresh way of saying on my part" 
that it would be a heavy reading 
course. 
"Troubador" Problem 
The word "troubador" appears 
in the title of Religion 255. There 
had been previously stated objec-
tion on the part of some members 
of Council to such terminology. 
Discussion of this matter was limit-
ed to mostly technical interpreta-
tion of the word troubador. How-
ever after both courses were passed 
as presented, Miss Elizabeth S. 
Blake, Foreign Student Adviser and 
assistant professor of French, ex-
plained her abstention with a plea 
for simplification of the language 
and presentation of courses in the 
future. Her request met with the 
approval of Council. 
Academic Council then embark-
ed upon its discussion of Credit-
Non Credit. Miss Fleming said that 
there was no definite time table 
for the execution of any passed pro· 
posal yet suggested that the class 
of 1973 be the first to be affected 
by changes in the Honors Pro-
gram. "They will have a great op· 
portunity for experimentation," she 
added. Mr. Lawrence B. Friedman, 
assistant professor of chemistry, 
urged that students be completely 
informed, surveyed and consulted 
in the consideration of this pro-
posal. 
Students Speak 
Clare Mankowski '72 questioned 
the section of the proposal which 
states that a girl's decision about 
whether she is taking a course for 
a grade or for credit be given both 
to her instructor and the recorder. 
Many felt that the business of 
learning could be conducted far 
more honestly if only the recorder 
were notified of the student's de-
cision. 
General cases of apparent per· 
sonal prejudice on the part of in· 
structors against those girls now 
taking courses Pass-Not Pass were 
cited as reasons for this request. 
In expressing her shock at the men-
tion of such inequities as certain 
professors considering c. or below 
as Not Pass, Miss Dorothea J. Wid-
mayer, associate professor of bio-
logical sciences said, "this is in-
credible. If this is what is really 
going on, the system is terrible and 
we should get rid of it!" 
Mr. Owen H. Jander, associate 
professor of music, expressed his 
disapproval of a Credit-Non Credit 
system commenting that transcripts 
would look "sort of like a sun· 
dial that records only sunny 
hours ... Graduate schools want 
time pieces not sun-dials." Mrs. 
Maureen S. Crandell, assistant pro-
fessor of economics, expressed her 
doubts about the proposal by stat-
ing that were this proposal up for 
approval she would suggest the 
following two amendments. The 
first was to have a Non Credit 
placed on the record of a girl who 
did not receive credit for a course 
taken on a Credit-Non Credit 
(Continued on page 12) 
cility would have to be built with· 
in a year after the FCC granted a 
construction permit and that the 
principle costs involved building 
the FM transmitter. She stated that 
the station would be a regular 
educational band, with no paid ad· 
vertisements, capable of being re· 
ceived within an eight mile radius. 
Double Staff and Airtime 
With the increased facilities, the 
staff could be doubled, accordir.g 
to Sue. Any increase in staff en-
ables a corresponding increase in 
airtime, she explained further. 
As far as sharing with Natick 
High School, which according to 
WBS spokesmen is also trying to 
acquire the same FM band, there 
was a suggestion that WBS rent 
their facilities to the high school 
for a reasonable price. 
Railroad Attempt 
Proposed reforms and revisions 
of the judiciary comprised 1he re-
mainder of the Senate meeting. Al· 
though it was clearly the intent of 
the committee presenting the leg· 
islation to vote on the changes at 
the meeting, the final decision was 
to table the legislation until it 
could be given more wide-spread 
consideration. 
Discussion of the changes was 
hindered by mix-ups in getting 
copies of the legislation to Senate 
members. Within the 45 minute 
time limit set, Lee Fluornoy '71 
Chief Justice, had time to do little 
more than present and explain the 
changes. 
Landlord-Tenant Bind 
One of the major proposals is a 
written definition of the powers 
of the College to search studenl 
rooms. The courts have allowe4 
unlimited search and seizure pow 
ers to college officials seeking vii.> 
lations of civil or college regula 
tions, with the only exception b~ 
ing that the college is forbidden tc 
allow federal or state agents tc 
search without a warrant. 
Lee stated that many of th~ 
changes involve putting in writing 
procedures which have been in 
practice for some time. Amon~ 
these are that in all judicial cases 
the person bringing 'Charges mu~ 
substantiate the charge. In other 
words, the defendant is innocent 
until proven guilty. Lee explained 
that the conviction could be ob 
tained either by proving guilt be· 
yond doubt or by weight of en 
dence. 
John Barth Speaks In Jewett: 
Spiral Motifs and Dirty Jokes 
By Susan Dolan '73 
You could call it devastatingly 
witty or you could say it was an 
hour-and-a-half long dirty joke. 
You could call it an elaborately 
constructed metaphor, or you could 
say it was a spiral that spun right 
out of control. 
"It" was a reading given in 
Jewett. last Thursday night by John 
Barth, novelist noted for his multi-
media magic shows. No electronic 
embellishments this time - just 
a few "visual impediments" - but 
the effects were stunning nonethe· 
less. 
Barth read from an unpublished 
novella based on the myth of Per-
seus, slayer of Medusa and lover 
of Calyxa. The novella picks up 
where the myth leaves off, and 
unwinds in what is meant to be a 
logarithmic spiral imitating the cyc-
lical rising of the constellations 
named after the major characters 
in a spiral galaxy. 
I may have become lost in the 
gyrations, never to return, or Mr. 
Barth may have, or we all may 
have; it may be that that was 
precisely the design. At any rate, 
like Perseus, I suspect that I "soon 
lost track of me entirely. . .and 
commenced hallucinating-Wow." 
Spaced Out 
A middle-aged Perseus relates 
crashing in a desert, where (il-
lustrated by the not-so-sleight-of. 
hand tricks of Mr. Barth) he prints 
"PERSEUS LOVES ANDRO· 
MED" his wife in 
letters. half a kilometer high 
across the sand. Hitting a de-
pression with "MED," he adds 
"USA" - with this "I was high 
enough to see I'd confused what I 
set out to clarify." So Perseus 
erases the last name, and proceeds 
to become lost in the spaces be-
tween the words. 
1pih:oto by S~ly St.i11fMrt '72 • 
John Bar'th read 11 previously unpublidied novella leS!i Th ursday nigll't in J-ett · 
Auditol"ium. 
depicting seven chapters of his 
youthful exploits (carefully dia-
grammed by Barth) . 
Spiralling Higher 
Here the plot thickens (con-
geals? proliferates? accelerates?). 
The spiral motif merges with the 
impotence motif as Perseus at-
tempts unsuccessfully to "get it 
up" for Calyxa between episodes. 
Through these murals, Perseus re-
lives the adventures related to his 
slaying of Medusa, .and thus sets 
(Continued on page 12) 
TRUSTEE VOTE 
The following is the action that the Board of Trustees took con· 
cerning the Commission Report as It was presented on M_on., March 22. 
It was voted: "That this Board receives with enthusiastic appreciation 
the report of the Commission, commending the Commission for the pre-
cision with which It has Identified major areas of development and 
concern. The Board is Impressed by the consistent emphasis on excel· 
Jenee of education and partlcularly the education of women. It Is ex· 
cited by the suggestion for change In curriculum and teaching methods. 
It commends the priority placed on an improved program of counseling. 
It notes with approval the reaffirmation of the College's commitment 
to minority groups on campus. The Commission's recommendations 
concerning men as undergraduates at Wellesley has been thoughtfuJly 
Happily, Calyxa the nymph finds evolved and must be given an equally thoughtful consideration by the 
him, and we rejoin Perseus in her Board of Trustees. The Board commits Itself to Instigate orderly and 
temple. Perseus is ensconced in a expedient pro<'edures for ronsideration of an action upon all of the Com-
bed which is placed at the center mission's re<'omrnendatlons by both its own m<"rnbers and other approprl· 
ate elements of the Collt>ge rommunlty.'' 
of a spiral-shaped series of murals -----------------------------
'l'hunday, March 25, um 
Future Tense feedback 
Note Bene On 
reflection, therefore, the 
The future is now. We have procrastinated through a relatively 
stagnant two years awaiting the report of the Commission on the Fu-
ture of the College. Now the report is in our hands, and it is the time 
for action. 
(Ed. note: The following two let-
ters are copies of those sent with 
the Commission Report to the 
Bcx1rd of Trustees.) 
our commitments to finance a dis-
tinguished faculty. a superior stu-
dent body, and the creative edu-
cational programs that challenge 
and satisfy both groups. Wellesley 
has strengths in these areas which 
imply continued distinction and ex-
cellence in our primary responsibi-
lity, liberal arts education. I ~e­
lieve we should devote our energies 
and our resources to building from 
within, to keeping Wellesley the 
best of the women's colleges in 
America, indeed in the world. 
Commissions' report may prove to 
be of greater use to the Board of 
Trustees and to the Academic 
Council as a document of self.·study 
than as a blueprint for the future. 
It is questionable whether a po-
litically constituted group, like the 
Commission, could realistically 
have been expected to prepare a 
truly professional ·analysis of the 
effectiveness of this or any aca-
demic institution. As elected repre-
sentatives of our several constitu· 
encies, each of us has from time to 
time acted as a partisan, has been 
affectd by considerations of status 
within a peer group. or has been 
influenced by personal loyalties: 
all of these factors have inevitably 
rendered our individual or collec-
tive judgment less objective. Per-
haps even as self-study the value 
of the Commission's report may be 
limited. The difficulties we have 
encountered in our work point up 
the need for more intensive evalu-
ation of our educational 6Jld ad-
ministrative programs on .a more 
professional basis. 
Examining the five divisions of the report in order, News has 
selected specific issues which we find worthy of comment. First, there 
is considerable attention given to the development of a Suburban-Re-
gional Studies program. This innovative program seems particularly 
worthwhile in the emphasis it places on the ways in which the city 
affects the suburbs. Current interest in urban studies is here being pro-
perly extended, for Wellesley students especially. A suburban program 
seems so fundamental, we wonder why it has not been realized before. 
Now that it has been proposed, we hope it will meet with immediate 
implementation. We also hope that where necessary, urban and subur-
ban studies programs could be made to feasibly overlap. 
To the Board of Trustees: 
Second, News is most pleased with the proposal for an investiga-
tion of advanced study possibilities, especially profession-oriented pro-
grams. Wellesley has confined itself for too long to the training of pro-
fessional students. News finds the sections on the education of women 
and on minorities quite realistic. We hope the trustees will work to 
hasten their necessary enactment. 
I agree with the other members 
of the Commission in recommend-
ing in large part the adoption of 
their proposals relating to the edu-
cational program at Wellesley, the 
education of women at Wellesley, 
and the concern for the involve-
ment of minorities at Wellesley. 1 
believe that the program and prin-
ciples identified in these parts of 
the Commission's report represent 
the best thinking of those who 
were asked to explore these con-
Ruth M. Adams 
President 
N. B. II 
To the Board of Trustees: 
As a rule the format required 
for reports of fact-finding commis-
sions, governmental or private, pre-
sents the statements and conclu-
sions of the majority: consensus 
determines not only what is decid-
ed, but which issues are judged to 
be significant. This format, though 
cerns. 
I cannot join my fellow-mem-
bers of the Commission in propos-
ing that Wellesley College grant 
degrees to men and accept them as 
transfer students. 
On the controversial question of coeducation, News first commends 
the Commission's emphasis on the necessarily experimental nature of 
their recommendations. Although we are proponents of total coeduca-
tion, we feel the Commission's proposed ratio of 3 women to 1 man 
( 1500 to 500) is a practical start. 
Wellesley has an historical com- a practical political procedure, is 
mitment to the education of worn- not always effective or suitable for 
en, a commitment that, in these . presenting informed opimons on 
times of heightened consciousness · h h · · 
matters in wh1c t e ma1or1ty are The Commission's report also 
on the part of women, is perhaps h c · · • f' 
We are in sympathy and accord with the desire to maintain Wel-
lesley's initial dedication to the education of women. And coeducation 
need be in no way a surrendering of this dedication. The four year 
practice of female superiority is worthless if it cannot survive in a co-
educational world. In view of this, we see efforts to acquire the capa-
city to grant degrees to men, nnd the admission of male transfers as 
steps along the natural path to coeducation. 
not expert. T e omm1ss1on s 1- does not set priorities among its more consequential than for many h f h 
k nal report is t e report o t e ma- recommendations. Yet if, as seems prior years. Creative thin ing f · 1 · f 
In general, News commends the experimental and investigatory 
nature of the Commission's recommendations. We sincerely hope that 
the polished form of the report will not restrain its readers from voicing 
other solutions they may have devised, as well as criticism. Just be-
cause the Commission has arrived at certain proposals, we need not 
accept them unquestioningly. And, to amend our opening remark, per-
haps this is first of all thl!"time for reaction, after which positive action 
must immediately follow. 
Railroading 
News views with some optimism the Senate meeting of last Wed-
nesday. There was an attempt at an orderly review of the business to 
be covered; there was a realistic limit set on the length of discussion. 
And finally, Senate was at last discussing the important matters, having 
great effect on students, rather than its usual busy-work. 
The discussion and decision granting WBS the monetary guarantee 
for their expansion to FM, showed that considerable thought had been 
given by many Senate members on the ramifications of such action. 
It was evident that many representatives had at last taken their jobs 
seriously. This is an example of the kind of discussion and action open 
to Senate, and its potential influence on student life. 
Such progress is only a start, however. The positive direction of 
the WBS question was negated during the discussion of the judiciary 
reforms. It was obvious that the committee members presenting the 
proposals felt they had done the work and that the question was fin-
ished; no one else could possibly have anything further to say on the 
matter. This kind of project chauvinism is both good and bad. It 
demonstrates how wholeheartedly and seriously the committee members 
had worked on the proposed changes. It also shows a failure to recog-
nize the committee's limited scope in that they represent only a tiny 
fraction of the student body. To expect Senate to swallow the revisions 
without due consideration is naive if not potentially repressive. News 
stresses the fact that these are suggested changes, albeit made by people 
who know their subject, and that the proposals should be fully investi-
gated and thought through by th• entire College community before 
action is taken on them. 
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about the education of women is jority. It states airy views o likely, financial resources in the 
most of the members in terms ac- future will be limited, some choices a national and international need, . 
d ceptable to each of its conshtuen- must be made. My own ordering of and one which Wellesley shoul b J'f' 
cies. But the mem ers' qua 1 tea- priorities has changed considerably undertake to fill. While such edu- · tions, based upon experience or m- during the twenty-two months of 
cation should include social and · h formation, vary considerably wit the Commission's existence. At 
classroom experiences with men, it h f h d 
respect to eac o t e recommen a- first I thought Wellesley's problems does not require the granting of d 
tions ma e. could be solved most effectively by degrees to men. 
Where we were able to draw instituting coeducation along the 
I believe that the climate of directly on expertise, research, or lines described in Section V. Now, 
thought concerning the translation documentation provided by inter- because there seems to be increas-
of women's institutions to co-edu- views or questionnaires, our re- ing evidence and awareness that an 
cational colleges has changed in commendations have demonstrable institution dedicated to the educa-
the past year, due in some part to authority: for example, the recom- tion of women can serve effectively 
the better elements of women's mendations concerning general di- the interests and needs of women, 
liberation program and to the seri- rections for curricular reforms (Sec. I would give first priority to the 
ous reviews given their identifica- I) ; the discussion of the education implementation of all recommenda-
tion by such colleges as Bryn and needs of women (Sec. II); the tions in Section II (including aid 
Mawr, Goucher and Chatham. The recommendations concerning the for Continuing Education students 
value for women of colleges de- means of realizing our moral and and Child Care). I would next put 
voted particularly to their needs legal obligations to non-white staff time and resources into setting up 
receives today wider support. The and students (Sec. III); the ana- the administrative machinery de-
American Academy of Arts and lysis of the inadequacies of the scribed in Sections III and I. As 
Sciences. in the report of its As- present counseling system (Sec. far as Section V is concerned, I 
sembly on University Goals and IV); the statements concerning de- am convinced that we need more 
Governance (p. 30) comments: cline in number of applications to time and information to determine 
"Women's colleges, despite their the freshman class and decreasing whether or not the proposed pro-
financial and other problems, ought interest on the part of secondary gram for admitting men as degree 
school students in women's col- candidates would in fact achieve not lightly to abandon their identi-
ty. This is particularly so when leges (Sec. V). But in other areas the desired goal of an ideal en-
many coeducational institutions our discussions and recommenda- vironment for educating both men 
continue to be male-oriented. Few tions are based on less complete in- .and women. Evidence provided 
have managed to protect or fur- formation: for example, the pro- over the next several years by addi-
ther the position of women. The posals .in ~ppendix A to accomo- tional st~tistics, the exchange pro-
present tendency, which is to eli- date d1vers1ty of student ~repara- grams with M.~.T. and Dartmou~, 
minate women's colleges, may be tion and st~dent concern with con- and by professional self-stud,Y, will 
unfortunate. Schemes for coeduca- temporary issues by means of pe~~- he!~ us to ~ove towa~d this new 
t'o at women's and men's col- gog1cal structures and spec1f1c social commitment without com-
' n d' · 1· ·c la (it can · · t 'ces to leges are rapidly gaining favor; cross- 1sc1p ma.ry cu.rn u . ele pro~1smg our presen s.ei:-1. . 
many of these proposals may be ill- be argued tha't 1solat1on and 1rr · society and w1tho~t d1m~msh1~g 
conceived. The concern on the part v~~ce may be b~t~er overcome by our present academic and fmanc1al 
of some institutions to be in fa- hmng an~ retami~g fac.ulty con- strengths. 
sltion risks the loss of a purpose cernbeld w1t~th'deahlmg a't~tthfl t~~~: Mary R Lefkowitz 
that may not be easily recovered. pro ems wft m t e r etr ex~ Vice-Ch~irman of the Com-
structure o our presen cumcu- . . 
I cannot agr~e that W~llesley lum); the recommendation for m1ss1on on the Future of 
does not and will not receive ap- Suburban-Regional Studies (there the College 
plications from young women of has been no demonstrated student --------------.. 
superior quality, in sufficentt num- interest in such a program); and, in LIBRARY BOUH8 
bers to mai~tain the college at its particular, the recommendations. in Fri., :~IN': VA~:!ON 
customary size and standards. Ap- Section y concerning coeducation Sat. and Sun., Mardi n and %8-
plications for freshmen entranc.e i!l (the present status of women in t~e C109ed 
1971 are down 6.1 %; but this ts United States and in the academic Moo. thru Fri., March %9 thra 
not an unfavorable situation when world especially offers little as- April % - %-4:W 
we know that Yale's applications surance that the goal of true Sat. and &m., April S and f -
are down by 1~%, Harvard's 11%, equality can be quickly or easily R~~ hours aasame April '• 
M.l.T.'s 20%. Wellesley made no achieved). The Commission's re- 19'71. 
solicitation of transfer stu~ents for port does not, and perhaps could •Public services available only 
1971, and yet that group mcreased not, set forth in precise detail the at these times. Member• of the 
by 164 young women. Ov.erall- methods by which true coeduca- collq'e community, however, may 
f d f t ll8e Ubrary for study and reeeardl freshmen, trans ers an ore1gn s u- tion could be achieved at Wellesley. between s:JO a.m. and f:JO p.m. 
dents--Wellesley's total application Many policy decisions have accord- ~-------------' 
for admission in 1971 are up 1.5~. ingly been left by the Commission 
This is a dramatic development m to be executed on an ad hoc basis 
a year when m~st private i~sti- by individuals or by committees. 
tutions are expenencmg a senous Because the program of coeduca-
decline. tion is described only in outline, 
Finally. the costs of transform-
ing Wellesley into a larger, co-edu-
cational college are great. We have 
many claims on our resources and 
are hopeful that we can continue 
the cost data in Tables I-III may 
only provide a rough estimate of 
the personal and financial re-
sources that will ultimately be re-
quired. 
WHITE HEAT 
WHITE BEAT, the literary eec-
tion of THURSDAY, MIT's Ind& 
pendent paper, welcomes creative 
Uterary contributions from the 
Wellesley coU~e community. 
Please l!eDd contributions to 
Wendy Einhorn. Claflln. Coples of 
THURSDAY are avalllble on cam-
pus. 
Thanday, March 25, 1971 WELLESLEY NEWS Page Three 
Report To The Trustees: 
' Commission on the Future of the College 
<Ed. note: News here presents the Joan Lister 
long-awaited report of the Com- Class of 1971 
mission of the Future of the College, 
although it appears in a slightly Geneva Overholser 
abridged form. Parts of the Preface Class of °1970 
and Introduction have been omitted 
for reasons of space. Samuel Proger, M.D. 
Acknowledgments were omitted lr. Trustee 
run, and for references to Ap-
pendices refer to the bound reports George Putnam 
distributed throu~hout the campus.> Trustee 
Pre~ace Elizabeth J. Rock 
. / • Arthur J . and Nellie Z. Cohen 
The Comm1ss1on on the Future of Professor of Chemistry 
the College was established in the 
spring of 1969 by . ~e Board of Alan H. Schechter 
Trustees. Three adm1rustrators, two Associate Professorof Political 
alumnae, three faculty members, Science 
three students, and three trustees 
were selected by their own con- Page Talbott 
stituencies to form a group whose. Class of 1972 
broad charge was to make 
recommendations to the Trustees 
concerning the future of the College. 
The Commission was free to 
determine its own timetable and 
procedures. Its mandate en-
compassed all areas except 
governance of the College, whichl 




Structural Revision Committee. As A. Programs 
the Commission began its work, 1. Freshman and Sophomore 
John Quarles, then chairman of the Prog~ah~~ research on new 
Board of Trustees, spoke of his belief educational patterns for the fresh-
that Wellesley could move toward man and sophomore years be 
the future with strength because of initiated in 1972-73. Among 
the high quality of its faculty and possibilities to be considered would 
student body, its flexible ad- be the proposals outlined in the 
ministration, the loyalty of its Johnson-Rock report and others that 
alumnae, and its sound financial might be developed, with im-
oosition. From the wide-ranging scope and plementation of programs possibly 
variety of the studies that the in 1973-74. 
Commission has undertaken it is - That this research be un-
now prepared to make recom- dertaken by the OCCice of 
mendations in five areas it considers Educational Research (see I.B .l ) 
of primary importance. For the and the Committee on Educational 
most part, members of the Com- Research and Development (see 
mission speak as a group in the (see l.A.2) 
report , and the recommendations 2. Suburban-Regional Studies 
represent consensus agreements - That a program of Suburban-
which have ranged from Regional Studies be developed 
remarkable unanimity to clear during 1971-72 for possible im-
. · · Wh h h b plementation in 1972-73 
maJoribes. ere t ere ave een - That a Coordinator of Subur-
clear differences and relatively even ban-Regional Studies be appointed 
divisions in voting - they occur to develop the program (see l.B. 3) 
almost without exception, and not _ That a small number of grants 
surprisingly, in the recom-
mendations relating to the presence be awarded to visiting scholars and 
f h · resource persons from the com-
0 men on campus - t ey are m- munity under the Suburban-dicated in the text. Furthermore, 
Commission members were free to Regional Studies program (Note: 
d · di 'd l th While we find merit in such grants appen m v1 ua statements to e we assign them low financiai 
text, and two of them have done so. priority.) 
It is also understood by all members 
that their individual points of view a. Child Care - That a survey of 
and opinions about the report and the College and town be conducted in 
1971-72 to determine the need, 
the work of the Commission may be feasibility , and financial con-
freely discussed. 
As we conclude two years of in- sequences of a child care center at 
tensive effort, we are particularly the College . . 
aware of the major contributions of - That ~ suryey be carried out 
time and effort that have been made' u~der the direction of the ~r­
by ·a long list of individuals and dma.tor of Suburban-Regional 
groups. We wish to express our· most Studies ~see I.B.3) 
heartfelt gratitude to Miss Blair - While the results of the survey 
McElroy '55, Executive Director, and the de.velopmei:it of the 
who has performed with ex- Su.burbai:i-R~g1onal Studies program 
traordinary professional and per- might. i.nd1cat~ the need _f~r 
sonal devotion ; to Dr. Scott Cun- estabhshmg a child care cente~, 1~ is 
ningham and Dr. Stephen Greyser of generally agre~ by the Comm1ss1on 
the Harvard Business School, our that such a fa~il1ty woul~ have to be 
two consultants, who have become a self-sup.portmg operation. 
very much a part of the Wellesley 3· Foreign Study . 
community during their service to - Th~t an Exchange Coordinator 
the Commission . and to M be appo.i~t~d <see l :B.4). to. assume 
Chri in 'd h' · . r~. respons1b1lity for 1dentifymg and st e Rei y, ~ e Commission s increasing opportunities for foreign 
able and cooperative secretary. stud in cooperat ion with students 
Mary Alln Dilley Staub '37 <Mrs. E . faculty, departments a t Wellesley: 
Norman> d 'th th · t' tut' · h' 
Ch . f th c . . an WI 0 er IDS I !ODS ID t IS airman o e ommiss1on country and abroad 
Trustee - While we find merit in making 
Mary R. Lefkowitz '57 (Mrs. Alan financial aid available for foreign 
L.) study, we assign it low financial 
Vice Chairman of the Commission priority. 
Associate Professor of Greek and -t . Independent Field Work for 
Latin Credit 
Ruth M. Adams 
President 
Sondra I. Bonadie 
Assistant Dean for Academic 
Counseling 
Barbara Johnson Bonnell '52 (Mrs. 
Robert 0 ., Jr.) 
Alumna 
Dorothy Dann Collins '42 (Mrs. 
James M.> 
Alumna 
Phyllis J. Fleming 
Professor of Physics 
Dean of the College 
Louisa Kasdon 
Clau of 1972 
- That exploration of op-
portunities, criteria, and conditions 
for independent field work for credit 
be referred to the Committee on 
Curriculum and Instruction 
5. Advanced Study 
- That programs of advanced 
study be investigated, starting in 
1973-74 
- Tha t this investigation be 
undertaken by the Office of 
Educational Research Csee I.B.l) 
and the Committee on Educational 
Research and Development (see 
I.B .2) 
6. Cultural Perspectives in the 
Curriculum 
- That special courses on women 
and on race in addition ta those now 
being offered be developed for in-
clusion in the curriculum as soon as 
possible 
- That a special staff member in 
the Office of Educational Research 
assist faculty members in the 
development of such courses (see 
I.B.1.a) 
7 . Time Required for the Degree 
- That present legislation be 
changed to state that the normal 




A. The Curriculum 
l. Cultural Perspectives in the 
Curriculum 
- That one member of the special 
staff in the Office of Educational 
Research (see l.B.l.a) assist the 
faculty in incorporating dultural and 
ethnic differences into present 
courses and in developing special 
courses on race (see I.A .6) 1. Office of Educational Research 
- That an Office of Educational 
Research be established at the 
earliest possible time. B. The Colege Community 
- That planning and im- I. Faculty 
plementation of the programs above - That current efforts to increase 
be the immediate responsibility of the pr~portion of ~embers of the 
the Office of Educational Research non-~h1te community on the faculty 
and the Committee on Educational be vigorously pursued 
R h d D l 2. Students esearc an eve opment (see · - That active recruitment of non-
1 ·~ :2~pecial Sta tr in the Office of white and other minority students be 
Educational Research That continued 
· · be d f ta' · 3. Transportation provtSion ma e or re mmg - That investi:fiation be made of 
special staff members in the Office 
of Educational Research, as needed the need, feasib' ·ty, and financial 
2. Committee on Educational consequences of extending existing 
Research and Development bus transportation facilities to inn-
- That a Committee on elude surrounding non-white 
Educational Research and communities 
Development be established at the - Note: Depending on the results 
earliest possible time of this investigation, transportation 
- That planning · and im- links might be established. We do, 
plementation of the programs however, assign such a project low 
recommended above be the im- financial priority. 
mediate responsibility of the 4. Equal Erpployment Op-
Committee on Educational portunities Officer 
Research and .Development and the - Tnat a person be designated as 
Office of Educational Research (see an Equal Employment Op-
1.B.1) portunibes Officer for recruiting 
3. Coordinator or Suburban- staff other than faculty (see Ap-
Regional studies pendix F for possible program ac-
- That the position of Coor- tivites l 
dinator of Suburban-Regional 5. Graduate Fellowships 
Studies be defined, and that a - That special graduate 
coordinator be appointed for 197l-72 fellowships be awarded to non-white 
4. Exchange Coordinator Wellesley students 
- That an Exchange Coordinator - Note: While we find merit in 
be appointed for 1971-72, to assume awarding such fellowships, we 
responsibili~ for exchange assign them low financial priority. 
programs an foreign study C. Related Recommendations in 
C. Related Recoommendations in 
Other Sections 
1. Increased Faculty (see V.A.l ) 
Other Sections 
1. Suburban-Regional Studies 
<see l.A.2) 
2. Foreign Study (see l.A.3) 
3. Independent Field Work (see 
(see l.A.4) 
4. Courses on Women (see I.A.6) 
2. Exchange Programs (see 
V.A.4, 6-7) 
3. New Residence Facilities 
V.A.5) 
The Education of 
Women 
A. Faculty and Administration 
1. Faculty 
- That the present high ration 
(approximately 1: 1) of women to 
men on the faculty be maintained 
2. Administration 
- That women continue to hold a 
substantial number of the most 
important policy-making positions 
and offices in the College, and that at 
least one of the three principal 
administrators <however these are 
defined l be a woman 
B. Recognition of Variety in 
5. Counseling (see IV) 
6. Exchange Programs (see 
V.A.4, 6-7) 
Counseling 
- That further research on 
counseling be undertaken as soon as 
possible in order to develop plans by 
September 1971 for academic and 
personal counseling programs 
suitable to the increasing variety of 
counseling needs of the entire 
campus community 
Composition of the 
Student Body 
Women's Life Styles 
I . Part-time Faculty 
A. Size and Men 
Ap- I. Increased Size 
- That the size of the Colleg·e 
increase from 1750 to 2000 students 
ta king courses on the campus, with 
the possibility of up to 250 additional 
students away from the campus in a 
given year 
pointments 
- That departmental committees 
consider the possibility of making 
holders of part-time faculty ap-
pointments eligible for long-term 
contracts and professor ial rank 
2. Nepotism 
- That the Committee on Faculty 
Appointments re-examine present 
legislation concerning nepotism 
3. Students and Alumnae 
That present opportunities for 
students to meet alumnae who 
represent diverse life stvles be in-
creased 
4. Continuing Education 
- That the Continuing Education 
Program be expanded 
- That financial aid be awarded 
to students who demonstrate 
fina ncial need (Note: While we find 
merit in awarding such aid, we 
assign it low financial priority. ) 
2. Number of Women 
- That every effort be made to 
maintain the number of women 
educated by Wellesley - 1750 -
either as degree candidates or as 
exchange students 
- Note: See, however, recom-
mendation 4, below 
3. llatio of Women to Men 
- That a conscious effort be 
made to arrive a s quickly as 
possible at a campus-based 
population of approximately 1500 
women and 500 men. We recognize 
the experimental nature of the 
program proposed here and the 
constant need for evaluating such an 
experiment. 
c . Related Recommendations in '1 . Women on Exchange and Size 
Other Sections - That the number of women on 
1. Suburban-Regional Studies· the campus be reduced to 1500 by 
(see I.A.2) encouraging up to 250 Wellesley 
2. Child Care (see l.A.2.a .) women to attend another institution 
3. Courses on Women (see I.A.6)' on exchange or to take a leave of 
4. Three- to Five-Year B.A.(see absence in a given year 
l.A.7) 5. Residence Facilities 
5. Counseling (see IV) - That plans be made for con-
6. Men as Students (see V.A.l) struction of residence facilities 
7. Composition of the Student designed to accommodate up to 250 
Body (see V .A.3 and 4) additional students 
6. Dartmouth Exchange 
- That the Dartmouth-Wellesley 
exchange be initiated as soon as 
possible 
7. MIT Exchange 
- That every effort be made to 
continue to MIT exchange, which 
bas extended diversity of 
educational experience and en-
vironment for students of both in-
stitutions 
8. Degrees for Men 
- That immediate steps be taken 
for the College to acquire the legal 
capacity to grant degrees to men 
(votes : 9 in favor, 4 opposed) 
9. Admission of Male Transfer 
Students 
- That men be considered for 
admission to Wellesley as degree 
candidates (a ) after having been 
exchange students who then apply 
for transfer to Wellesley, or (b) as 
transfer students who have com-
pleted two years at another in-
stitution 
- That the quality of the student 
body be maintained in accepting 
men, and that there be no 
discrimination in favor of male 
candidates for admission 
JO. Nature or the Experiment 
- That the proposed composition 
of the student body be considered to 
be in an experimental stage 
B. Diversity 
- That efforts be continued to 
incr-ease the diversity of the student 
body to the greatest extent possible 
within the limits of financial 
resources, the size of the College, 
and qualifications for admission. A 
diverse student body must include 
students from families of moderate 
means, for whom financial aid 
should continue to be assured. 
C. Related Recommendations in 
Other Sections 
1. Educational Programs (see 
l.A.1-2, 6) 
2. Freshman and Sophomore 
Programs (see I.A.l ) 
3. Suburban-Regional Studies (see I.A2) 
4. Continuing Education (see 
11.B.4) 
5. Counseling (see IV) 
6. Living Patterns (see IV) 
Parts 1-V, outlined above, contain 
the Commission's recom-
mendations . Tables I-IV give 
estimates of annual and capital 
costs of the programs that are 
recommended. Appendices A-L are 
the background studies done at the 
request of the Commission. Ap-
pendix M contains summaries of 
results of the questionnaires sent to 
students, faculty and ad-
ministration, and alumnae. 
Recommendations 
The EducatW1 ial 
Program 
The educational progr .tm is by 
definition the principal concern of 
Wellesley College. The purpose of a 
liberal education is, through a 
continous process of learning, to 
expand and discipl ine the m ind, 
giving it better perspective, in-
creased understanding a nd 
judgement, and a power of clarity of 
expression. Such a mind becomes a 
fitting instrument for the real ization 
of man's active and abiding concern 
for the betterment of the hum an 
condition. The quality a nd ef-
fectiveness of undergraduate liberal 
arts education depends on three 
coexisting elements: (1) a strong 
curriculum and high academic 
standa rds; ( 2 ) continuous 
reassessment of and change in 
curricular offerings ; and (3) ex-
perimentation with new approaches 
to learning. 
taken place at regular intervals 
since the founding of the College. 
Today, Wellesley mus t seek a 
thoughtful balance between the 
traditional curriculum and patterns 
of study, which of Mr many vital 
ingredients of a sound education, 
and more experimenta l , in-
terdisciplinary approaches to 
learning, which offer new and 
stimulating possibilities for 
preparing students to confront the 




In their report on educational original proposal for the East work in Wellesley and other towns, universities, to facilitate student 
programs (Appendix A), Mr. Boston-Wellesley (EB-WELL) could serve a particularly valuable exchanges and admission of 
Johnson and MISS Rock propose program, an urban studies project, function, since it would enable Wellesley students into foreign 
reform and innovation within the included the area of suburban students to examine objectively the universities. And I think that by 
present structure of departments studies. This concept has been type of community from which improving our methods of ad-
and course offerings : · developed more fully in the report on many of them come and to which vismg students about available 
First, we acknowledge the Suburban-Regional Studies (Ap- many of them will ultimately return. programs of foreign study, we 
excellent quality of Wellesley's pendix B) by Mr. Katz and Mrs. a . Child Care can freely encourage students to 
present educational program. Robinson : - That a survey of the College study abroad on programs 
As members of the faculty, we We see around us a deepening :and town be conducted in 1971-72 to operated by other colleges and 
are participants in a learning and expanding environmental determine the need, feasibility, and on individual, independent study 
venture which we continue to crisis : pollution , ecological financial consequences of a child programs undertaken by 
find intellectually rewarding. imbalance, physical decay, and care center at the College students while enrolled in 
We have also learned that a social disruption of our com- - That this survey be carried out foreign universities. 
majority of our present students munities represent just a few of under the direction of the Coor- If financial aid for foreign study 
and former students have a high the serious problems we face. dinator of Suburban-Regional were available, a greater number of 
evaluation of their educational Thus it is natural that there has Studies (see I.B.3) students could have access to this 
experience at Wellesley. been an upsurge of interest in Note: While the results of the option. 
Therefore none of our proposals the environmental and urban survey and the development of the 4. Independent Field Work for 
is designed to abolish or replace areas recently. However, as of Suburban-Regional Studies program Credit 
the basic structure of a 1970 the nation's suburbs, with might indicate the need for - That exploration of op-
Wellesley education: the liberal over 71 population, exceeding establishing a child care center, it is pertunities, criteria, and conditions 
arts curriculum and its courses; for the first time both the central generally agreed by the Commission for independent field work for credit 
the academic disciplines, their cities (59 million) and all the that such a facility would have to be be referred to the Committee on 
departments and majors. rest of the country outside a self-supporting operation. Curriculum and Instruction 
Second, while recognizing the metropolitan areas (71 million). As Mrs. McLaughlin indicates in Wellesley presently offers op-
quality of Wellesley's present Suburbs, through their num- her report on day care <Appendix portunities for off-campus learning, 
education, we propose to take bers , wealth, and political C) , a child care facility could per- whether for academic credit or not, 
certain steps now to prepare for power hold one of the keys to form a significant service within the through the Washington Internships, 
quality education m the the solution {or non-solution) of College and for the town of the East Boston-Wellesley program, 
future ... We therefore propose the problems mentioned above. Wellesley.Itmightinitiallyhaveone and through certain courses. 
to establish agencies for limited A program focusing on subur- of two relationships to the town. It However, these opportunities are 
educational innovation and ban-regional studies could could begin as a wholly joint ven- available only to a small number of 
evaluation within the Wellesley deepen our understanding of ture, with equal numbers of places students. A regular program would 
program of education ... to these problems and perhaps reserved for townspeople and for the allow students to present plans for 
facilitate change in a gradual contribute in some measure College community (including independent field work which, if 
and orderly manner, com- toward their solution. students in the Continuing approved, would be carried out 
mensurate with the experience The success of a Suburban- Education program, staff, married under faculty supervision and would 
and knowledge developed on our Regional Studies program students, faculty, and ad- be given academic credit.2 
own campus. would depend on its form and ministration). On the other hand, the Note : Programs 2-4 above most 
The Commission's goals are the direction, and particularly on need on the campus alone might fill closely relate to the experimental 
reaffirmation of Wellesley's whether a symbiotic relation- all available places, especially if pattern proposed for the com-
traditional purpose of a high-quality ship could be developed between Conti~uing. ~ducation is ei_cpanded position of the student body (see 
liberal arts education and the ad- the present institutional an~ .d1vers1f1ed. Such a child ~re V .A .HO). We therefore assign higher 
dition of new programs explicitly structure (the academic fac1hty could be regarded as a pilot chronological priority to these 
designed to meet the changmg ex- departments) and the program. project that could move into some programs than to freshman and 
pectations of students and the The program could fulfill the kind of relationship with town efforts sophomore programs (see I.A.I) or 
changing cultural context in which type of role that is inhibited by in the child care area after several to advanced study {see I.A.5) 
education now occurs, with these the normal academic divisions, years of successful operation. s. Advanced study 
programs being under continuous that is, it could generate in- 3. Foreign Study - That programs of advanced 
evaluation and assessment. In order terdisciplinary interactions over - That an Exchange Coordinator study be investigated starting in 
to ensure a strong liberal arts a broad range of significant be appointed <see l.B .4) to assume 1973-74 ' 
program, we believe that agencies issues. The program ... would responsibility for identifying and - That this investigation be 
should b~ established to provide provide an opportunity for increasing opportunities for foreign undertaken by the Office of 
creative change in educational students, faculty members, and study in cooperation with students, Educational Research (see I.B.l) 
programs and the curriculum. The community people with diverse faculty, departments at Wellesley, and the Committee on Educational 
recommendations that follow are interests and different per- and with other institutions in this Research and Development (see 
concerned with new programs and spectives to be drawn together country and abroad. I.B.2) 
agencies for assessment and to discuss and analyze problems - Note: While we find merit in Programs of advanced study 
change. which are broad in scope and of ma~ing financial aid a".aila~le for during t.he last years at Wellesley 
A. Programs common concern. f?re1g~ stu~Y •. we assign 1t low could mclude special honors 
I. Freshman and Sophomore The suburban setting of the Col- f1nanc1al pnonty. . . . . programs, profession-oriented 
Programs lege makes it uniquely suited for a As Mr. Kurtz md1cates m hJS programs, or the first year of 
- That research on new program of Suburban-Regional report <Appendix D), foreign study professional school and for students 
educational patterns for the fresh- Studies, as does the socioeconomic is important to the stude.nt. i!l that it who complete the requ1irements for 
man and sophomore years be and ethnic diversity of the provides greater flex1b1hty and the B.A. within three years ad-
initiated in 1972-73. Among surrounding communities. The variety of. educat~onal opportunity vanced degree programs. ' 
possibilities to be considered would program could act as a mechanism and expenence w.1~ other cultures 6. Cultural Perspectives in the 
be the proposals outlined in the for the growth and development of and languages. It 1s important to the Curriculum • 
Johnson-Rock report and others that the interdisciplinary perspective College because it enlarges and adds - That courses on women and on 
might be developed, with im- within the College and allow new furth~r diversity to its curricular race in addition to those now being 
plementation of programs possibly educational methods and ap- offerings. . . . offered be developed for inclusion in 
in 1973-74. proaches to evolve. I A center, Opportunities for foreign ~tudy the curriculum as soon as possible 
- That this research be un- perhaps housed in a small building are nun:ierous, but they vary widely - That a special staff member in 
dertaken by the Office of on or near the campus, with a m quality and purpose, and hence the Office of Educational Research 
Educational Research (see I.B.1 ) director and affiliated staff, could need careful study by faculty and assis t faculty members in the 
and the Committee on Educational provide more effective coordination students to ascertain their value. development of such courses <see 
Research and Development {see for newly developed courses and More systematic gathering of in- LB.I.al 
I.B.2) programs than would be possible by formation is needed not only to af- The educational program of the 
A principal concern of the means of a conventional inter- for~ students a wider range of College should have as one of its 
proposal of Mr. Johnson and Miss disciiphnary major. . . ~ho1.ces. but also to lend. greater primary goals a curriculum that has 
Hock <Appendix Al is the experience The program would utilize mstttuhonal support to foreign study the greatest possible pertinence for 
of students during their first two Wellesley's suburban location and as a valid and d.esirable option. As all members of the community. This 
years of college, which many of the surrounding region for research, Mr. Kurtz explains : implies an educational approach 
today's students frequently find field work, and community service. There are important that would infuse into all areas of the 
repetitive of their high school ex- Environmental studies and courses limitations to Wellesley's curriculum diverse cultural per-
perience both in method and in would form a significant portion of commitment to foreigi:t study, at spectives to account for the wide 
subject matter. Instead, the first two the program. Through this effort, a least over . the next five to ten variety of human history ex-
years of colle~e should reflect and cooperative relationship might be years. I th!nk that at µtis point, perience, behavior, and -Jalues. 
enhance significant innovations that formed between the College, the Wellesley s energies and Special emphasis is needed 
are taking place in the secondary town of Wellesley, and surrounding resources should ~e mainly beyond what is presently being 
schools . Two alternative patterns in communities in which each could turned to academic life on offered in courses in two areas in 
addition to the present system of benefit from the others ' con- campus. For eign study the next decade: ~omen and race. 
departmental studies have been tr ibutions and experience. Resource pro~rams do not necessarily Courses on women might focus on 
proposed in the Johson-Rock report : persons could be invited to come to dram the r esources of the the history and contributions of 
one that would give freshmen and the campus in professional or non- Cc:>llege. '.J'hey . can be operated women, giving particular attention 
sophomores the opportunity to professional capacities to par- w1tho!-lt finan~1al l~s! and they to the variety of women's life styles 
participate in a non-structured ticipate in research projects and can, if ~nythmg, mv1gorate an 'in contemporary society. Courses on 
program, and another that would share their findings with the College academic department. But race should emphasize the history 
concentrate on an integrative, or and the community. Grants could be much of the resulting in- contributions, and present status of 
interdisciplinary, approach to awarded to them, when feasible. tellectual excitement takes non-white cultures. 
learning . We believe that the Suburban-Regional Studies would place away from campus, and at 7. Time Required for the Degree 
Johnson-Rock proposals and other be distinctively appropriate activity least some of the energy of the - That present legislation be 
alternatives to the present pattern of for the College and would add a new f~culty and administration is changed to state that the normal 
instructionduringthefirsttwoyears dimension to the study of American diverted from the important time for earning the '~ .A . is three to 
require serious consideration. society. Providing training for ef- business of renewing the vitality five years 
2. Suburban-Regional Studies fective community service is an of the College curriculum. For At present, a student must make a 
- That a program of Suburban- important way in which the College this reason, I would be dubious special appeal to receive the B.A. in 
Regional Studies be developed could better serve all its graduates. about proposals for foreign three or in five years. If existiilg 
during l!nl-72 for possible im- The idea of preparing college- study on any scale as large as legislation were changed to state 
plementation in 1972-72 educated men and women for work that of the Tufts programs in that the normal time for earning the 
- That a Coordinator of Subur- {paid and volunteer) that will be various countries or of the degree was three to fiveiyears,3 this 
ban-Regional Studies be appointed demanded of them by their com- Dartmouth foreign language would provide administrative en-
to develop the program (see l.B.3) munities and their governments has and foreign study programs. couragement for students who elect 
- That a small number of grants received relatively little attention in Nevertheless, I think that to complete their degree 
be awarded to visiting scholars and ed~cational . planning, alth~u~h Wellesley should be r~eptive to requirements in fewer than the 
reso~rce persons from the com- social potential of such work 1s m- proposals for ~ore1gn study usu~! four years. Similarly, ex-
mumty under the Suburban- calcula bly great. Moreover, programs, particularly those tension of the usual time to five 
Regional Studies program (Note: practical acquaintance with existing which significantly expand the years would aceommodate students 
While we find merit in such grants, community services would serve as College curriculum and those who wish to take fewer courses per 
we assign them low financial a valuable supplement to the which significantly be operated semester in order to work more 
priority.) theoretical , analytical, and in cooperation with other intensively as well as those who feel 
Most if not all regional studies historical information provided by colleges. I think the Wellesley that a year away from Wellesley to 
programs, in dealing with the United courses in the social sciences. faculty can establish con- work or to travel is requisite to their 
States, focus exclusively on urban or Suburban-Regional Studies, with nections with academic intellectual development and 
urban-metropolitan studies . The increased opportunity for volunteer departments at foreign maturity. 
ntU1'9day, March 25, 1971 
The Commission is aware of the 
possible implications of such ex-
tensions for financial aid,-and ur~es 
the appropriate administrative 
bodies of the College to make clear 
the guidelines for the extent and 
nature of support for students who 
wish to remam for more than four 
years. To make the educational 
program of the College more flexible 
in this way would accommodate the 
varying patterns of students' , and 
particularly women students', lives. 
B. Agencies 
For educational programs to 
deveop and curricular change to 
occur in an orderly manner, they 
must be preceded by careful study 
and planning, which is here termed 
educational research and 
development. Educational research 
begins with an identification of 
strengths and perceived needs of the 
present program, with study of other 
institutions and their programs, and 
proceeds to consider what might be 
the value and desirability of in-
novative or experimental changes in 
programs and the curriculum. 
Departments concern themselves 
constantly with curricular planning 
and play a significant role in 
curricular change and development. 
There is, however, a need for even 
wider perspective, more time than 
academic departments now have 
and special resources fo; 
educational planning and research 
at Wellesley. Such an approach to 
planning would range more broadly 
over the entire field of higher 
education and more closely coor-
dinate the resources, human and 
financial , of the institution itself. 
In order to implement the 
programs and to develop further 
opportunities for interdisciplinary 
and independent studies, we 
recommend that certain agencies, 
as part of the office of the Dean of 
the College, be established to assist 
the faculty in its planning, to con-
duct educational research over a 
wide range of considerations for an 
extended period of lime, and to 
coordinate programs and to provide 
a means for continuing assessment 
of such programs. 
I. Office of Educational Research 
- That ;m Office of Educational 
Research be established at the 
earliest possible time 
- That planning and im-
plementation of the programs 
recommended above be the im-
mediate responsibility of the Office 
of Educational Research and the 
Committee on Educational 
Research and Development {see 
I.B .2) 
The primary purpose of an Office 
or Educational Research would be to 
conduct research in the field of 
higher education and on the 
developm ent of educational 
progra ms and the curriculum. 
Headed by a Director of Educational 
Research, the office would assume 
the research and development 
functions or the office of the Dean of 
the College , who would retain 
ultimate responsibility for im-
plementation and administration of 
programs. 
The director would work with 
academic departments and other 
offices in the College to develop 
special educational programs, 
which he would administer and for 
which he would develop evaluation 
procedures. His duties would also 
include overseeing interde-
par tmental programs. A detailed 
description of the director's position 
is given in Appendix A, and other 
staff positions are described below 
<see LB.I.a and 3) 
a . Special Staff in the Office of 
Educational Research 
- That provision be made for 
retaining special staff members in 
the Office of Educational Research, 
as needed 
Special staff members in the 
Office of Educational Research 
wou_ld be retaineq, as needed, to 
assist faculty members in 
developing an interdisciplinary 
approach to programs and to assist 
in adding diverse cultural per-
spectives to the entire curriculum. 
The first cultural perspectives to be 
examined would be those of women 
and of minority groups in con-
temporary society {see l.A.6). As is 
noted below Cl.B.3), the Coordinator 
of Suburban-Regional Studies might 
start out as a member of this special 
staff. 
The special staff is conceived as a 
flexible group, probably consisting 
of two people at any given time, who 
would serve as full- or part-time 
staff or consultants and be selected 
in accordance with present program 
Tlaanday, llareh 25, 1971 
needs. C. Related Recommendations in 
2. Committee on Educational Other Sections 
Research and Development 1. Increased Faculty. An increase 
- That a Committee on in the size of the faculty {which is 
Educational Research and related to an increase in the student 
Development be established at the body) would provide the opportunity 
earliest possible time to introduce new programs without 
- That planning and im- affecting existing departmental 
plementation of the programs structures <see V.A.0 . 
reco'.Tlmended aboye .. be the im- 2. Exchange Programs. Ex-
med1ate respons1b1hty of the changes have proved to be an im-
Committee on Educational J)Ortant element of diversity in the 
Research and Development and the educational experience of students 
Office of Educational Research (see who have participated in them. The 
I.B .l) proposed Dartmouth exchange 
A Committee on Educational would provide special opportunities 
Research a~d Development c~ired for depa_rtmental and institutional 
by the Director of Educational cooperation and faculty exchange in 
Research and composed of five addition to its benefits to students 
faculty members, three students, (see V.A.4, li-7). 
and the Director of Educational 3. New Residence Facilities. New 
Research would gather information residence facilities could be 
about research and new programs in designed so as to accommodate new 
higher education, receive and educational patterns such as those 
consider program proposals , discussed in the Johnson-Rock 
examine questions in higher report Csee V .A.5) . 
education, receive and consider Tables I-IV give estimated costs 
program proposals, examine for programs described in this 
questions of long-range educational section. 
policy, develop pilot projects, and 
evaluate special educational policy, 
develop pilot projects, and evaluate 
special educational programs. In 
receiving proposals from faculty 
and students, the committee would 
serve as a liaison between the 
College community and Academic 
Council, to which it would recom-
mend educational programs and 
policies. Because one of the com-
mittee 's principal concerns is 
examination of educational policy, 
we propose that it replace and 
assume the functions of the present 
Committee on Educational Policy. A 
detailed description of the Com-
mittee is given in Appendix A. 
3. Coordinator or Suburban-
Regional Studies 
- That the position of Coor-
dinator of Suburban-Regional 
Studies be defined, and that a 
coordinator be appointed for 1971-72 
Initial development of the 
Suburban-Regional Studies program 
Csee I.A .2) and writing job 
description for a program coor-
dinator would be undertaken by the 
Director of Educational Research 
and the Committee on Educational 
Research and Development. The 
coordinator might be a member of 
the special staff of the Office of 
Educational Research (see l.B .l.a) 
during the first year, when he would 
continue to explore and develop the 
Suburban-Regional Studies program 
and direct a child care survey (see 
l.A.2.a ). The coordinator and his 
staff would assume responsibility 
for implementation and further 
development of the program. 
Suburban-Regional Studies might 
attain a status similar to that of a 
department, with the coordinator 
administering the program under 
the office of the Dean of the College. 
4. Exchange Coordinator 
- That an Exchange Coordinator 
be appointed for 1971-72, to assume 
responsibility for exchange 
programs and foreign study 
At present, administration and 
advising for the MIT and Twelve 
College exchanges, the proposed 
Dartmouth exchange {see V.A.6), 
foreign study, and for exchange 
students at Wellesley are divided 
among several offices . Respon-
sibility for these programs and 
functions should be assumed by one 
office, under the supervision of an 
Exchange Coordinator, who would 
work in cooperation with the offices 
of the Dean of the College, 
Educational Research, and the 
departments. 
The following diagram shows the 
proposed structure of the office of 
the Dean of the College. 
The Education of 
Women 
Wellesley College was founded for 
the purpose of providing for women 
a liberal arts education of the same 
high standard as that offered at the 
best colleges for men in the latter 
part of the nineteenth century . In his 
"Sermon on the Spirit of the 
College" in 1890, Henry Fowle 
Durant defined higher education as 
"the supreme development and 
unfolding of every power and 
faculty." His goal was to provide 
women with intellectual and per-
sonal self-assurance, to inculcate in 
them the social consciousness, in-
tegrity, and courage that are the 
spirit of service to others. Of the 
education of women he said : 
The Wellesley College plan of 
education ... asks the co-
operation of teachers and 
students in that revolt which is 
the real meaning of the Higher 
Education of Women. We revolt 
against the slavery in which 
women are held by the customs 
of society ... the subordinate 
position, the helpless depen-
dence , the dishonesties and 
shams of so-called education. 
The Higher Education of Women 
is one of the great world battle-
cries for freedom ; for right 
against might. It is the cry of the 
oppressed slave. It is the 
assertion of absolute equality. 
The success of Mr. Durant's en-
deavor may be measured by the 
opportunities for leadership that 
Wellesley has provided its students 
and for members of its faculty and 
administration, a majority of whom 
have always been women. The 
faculty takes seriously the in-
tellectual development and at-
tainments of women. Prime 
evidence of the quality of instruction 
and respect for women's capabilities 
is found in the achievements of the 
alumnae and their concern for the 
College. 
I~ reaffirming the College's 
continuing commitment to the 
education of women, our goal is to 
create an academic community in 
which there is equality of op-
portunity for women and men to 
share positions of leadership and 
responsibility. Our hope is that such 
equality might directly benefit those 
within the community and, by their 
example, society at large. Because 
current evidence indicates that 
opportunities for women are still 
limited in most institutions m higher 
education,4 present opportunities 
DEAN OF 'IRE COu.EGE 
for women should be maintained in 
all sectors of the College. The 
recommendations that follow are 
concerned with women of all ages. 
A. Faculty and Administration 
1. Faculty 
- That the present high ratio 
(approximately 1: 1) of women to 
men on the faculty be maintaineds 
2. Administration 
- That women continue to hold a 
substantial number of the most 
important policy-making positions 
and offices in the College, and that at 
least one of the three principal 
administrators <however these are 
defined) be a woman 
8. Recognition of Variety in 
Women's Life Styles 
t. Part-time Faculty Ap-
pointments 
- That departmental committees 
consider the possibility of making 
holders of part-time faculty ap-
pointments eligible for long-term 
contracts and professorial rank 
As Mrs. Lefkowitz indicates in her 
report on the education and needs of 
women <Appendix E), 
Part-time app<?intments are 
available for visiting professors, 
and for instructors or lecturers, 
but there is no existing policy for 
awarding long-term contracts or 
professorial rank to deserving 
instructors who can continue 
only on a part-time basis. The 
principal arguments against 
regularized part-time ap-
pointments have been con-
cerned with distribution of 
administrative work, since part-
time instructor are not asked to 
serve on committees and do not 
always participate in depart-
ment functions. However, clear 
stipulation that long-range part-
time appointments involved 
service on Departmental 
Committee A, supervision of 350 
and 370 projects, and in the case 
of half-time or more, eligibility 
for nomination to certain faculty 
committees , would prevent 
over-burdening of the full-time 
faculty . Regularized part-time 
appointments would be of 
particular {but not exclusive) 
assistance to women with very 
young children. 
2. Nepotism 
- That the Committee on Faculty 
Appointments re-examine present 
legislation concerning nepotism 
Present legislation {Articles or 
Government, Book I, Article IX 
Section Le ) states that husband and 
wife may not be appointed to full- or 
part-time positions in the same 
department. In the event that two 
persons in a department marry, the 
person who is junior in rank or in 
service within an equal rank must 
ordinarily withdraw at the end of 
that academic year,or in exceptional 
cases, at the end of the next 
academic year. 
Mrs.Lefkowitz says {Appendix E ) 
that nepotism rules in many in-
stitutions result in the dismissal or 
non-appointment of women who 
marry people in their own field. She 
suggests " diversity in departmental 
control might be served as ef-
fectively by restricting membership 
on those committees that make 
recommendations on appointments 
to one member of any given family.'' 
3. Students and Alumnae 
- That present opportunities for 
students to meet alumnae who 
represent diverse life styles be in-
creased 
An intemified program to bring 
alumnae to the campus would make 
it possible for more students to talk 
with women in a variety of fields. A 












system of informal internships with A. The Curriculum 
alumnae in othe~ areas of the I. Cultural Perspectives in the 
country would be another significant Curriculum 
way in which to acquaint students - That one member of the special 
with diversity in women's op- staff in the Office of Educational 
portunities and life styles. Research {see l.B.l.a.) assist the 
4. Continuing Education faculty in incorporating cultural and 
- That the Continuing Education ethnic differences into present 
program be expanded courses and in developing special 
- That financial aid be awarded courses on race (see I.A.6) 
to students who demonstrate In her report on minority groups 
financial need (Note : While we find at Wellesley College {Appendix F), 
merit in awarding such aid, we Miss Bonadie states that courses 
assign it low financial priority.) such as those in black studies 
The Continuing Education represent additions to rather than 
program provides an important substnntive changes in the 
service in permitting women to curriculum. She recommends: 
co~bine. study o~ a part- or full~time the pervasive inclusion of racial 
basis "'.1~. ~anuly and v~tional and cultural differences within 
respons1b1hties. _In so domg, the <present> course structures ... to 
prog~am . recognizes and supports give the student - all students, 
varying life styles. It enables women black-brown and white - an 
to resume. under~raduate study honest exposure to a society 
after an interruption of college composed of individuals and 
work, to prepare for graduate study, groups from widely different 
or to expl!'rt: a new f1e~d. Because backgrounds and cul-
most Contmumg Educaho~ stude!lts tu res .. Massive infusions of 
are s~mewhat old_er, their. varied new materials and experiences 
experience and pomts of view can reflective of the wide variety of 
serve as exampl~s for un- human behavior, conditions, d~rgra~uates and enrich classr~m contributions and values must 
d1scuss1on for students and m- be made in order to meet the 
structors . d f th d · 
A d. f" · 1 ·d t C nee so e stu ent commuruty. war mg 1nanc1a a1 o on-
tinuing Education students who 
jemonstrate financial need would 
ensure greater diversity in students' 
backgrounds and encourage more 
people to apply.Ii 
C. Related Recommendations in 
Other Sections 
I. Suburban-Regional Studies. 
The special staff member in the 
Office of Educational Research 
might, in addition to his curricular 
responsibilities, periodically 
examine the composition of the 
teaching staff of the College and 
make recommendations to the office 
of the President based on his fin-
dings. 
Such a prograrp would be of par-
ticular significance to women, many 8 . The College Community 
of whom have spent and will spend In her report Miss Bonadie says 
much of their lives in suburbs {see that "the first and most obvious 
I .A.2). procedure (for having racial and 
2. Child Care. A child care facility cultural diversity) is one of 
would provide a means and example achieving high visibility of Cnon-
for women students and faculty to white ) people on Wellesley's campus 
combine study and career with - throughout the administration, 
marriage <see I.A.7l. throughout the student body, 
:1. Courses on Women. Additional throughout the faculty , and clerical 
courses focusing on women would and supportive staff." 
increase awareness of the role of 1. Faculty 
women in the past, present, and - That current efforts to increase 
future, as would inclusion of the proportion of members of the 
material concerning social forces non-white community on the faculty 
affecting women and women as a be vigorously pursued 
topic of research in courses 2. Students. . 
presently being offered {see I.A.6) .II -:-- That active r_ec~1tment of non-
4. Three- to Five-Year 8.A. Being whit~ and other minority students be 
able to complete requirements for continued 
the B.A. over a period of three to five 3. Transportat~on . 
years would better suit the varied - That mve:;~~ation be ~de . of 
patterns of women's Jives {see I.A.7) the need, feas1b1lity, and fmancial 
5. Counseling. Expansion of the consequences of extending existing 
the counseling program would help bus transportation facilities to in-
women students to meet and deal elude surrounding non-white 
realistically with the ever- communities 
increasing number of options in - Note : Depending on the results 
their educational and life patterns of this investigation links might be 
{see IV). established. We do, however assign 
fi. Men as Students. Men who such a project low financial priority. 
study with women would have an 4. Equal Emplyment Op-
opportunity to gain a more realistic portunities Officer 
appreciation of women's intellectual - That a person be designated as 
and vocational capabilities {see an Equal Employment Op-
V .A.l) portunities Officer for recruiting 
7. Composition or the Student staff . other than ~acuity {see Ap-
8ody. The proposal to admit a pendix F for possible program ac-
limited number of men as degree tivities) 
candidates only after having 5. Graduate Fellowships 
completed two years of study is - That special graduate 
intended to enable the College to fellowships be awarded to non-white 
continue to pay special attention to Wellesley students 
the concerns of women, particularly - Note : While we find merit in 
in their first two years. To continue awarding such fellowships, we 
to educate the same number of assign them low financial priority. 
women as at present would maintain In her report Miss Bonad1e 
opportunities for women at describes fellowships for non-whitE 
Wellesley {see V.A.3 and 4). Wellesley students for work toward 
Tables I-IV give estimated costs the Ph.D. after graduation: 
for programs described in this The assumption here is that 
section. Wellesley would pay the full cost 
for three years of study in an 
academic discipline up to the 
Minorities 
We believe that achievement of a 
diversified student body, faculty, 
and staff cannot occur in an at-
mosphere that does not recognize a 
wide range of differences of outlook, 
background, and values. Even 
thou~h prejudice of all kinds -
ethmc1 racial , religious - persists, the eaucated person should be ex-
pected to have eliminated this form 
of unreason through his experience 
with and understanding of those who 
differ from him. The proper 
educational climate must therefore 
provide an experience that affords 
genuine encounter and un-
derstanding among all who par-
ticipate. 
Our goal is greater variety of 
cultural perspectives at WelJesley 
College. Our recommendations are 
concerned with the educational 
program and with the members of 
the College community. 
writing of a dissertation1 starting with two students, ano 
one student per year thereafter, 
the grant renewable depending 
upon performance. It mlgbt be 
possible to supplement 
Wellesley's faculty by asking 
students to return to Wellesley 
to teach for at least one year, 
making the built-in possibility of 
a pool from which Wellesley 
could then choose permanent 
faculty members. 
C. Related Recommendations ii 
Other Sections 
I. Suburban-Regional Studies 
This program would provide ar 
opportunity to study the problems o 
non -white people in suburba1 
communities <see I.A.2). 
2. Foreign Study. Expandet 
foreign study would afford student: 
the opportunity for study i1 
disciplines and institutions tha 
place particular emphasis on non 
white and other minority culture 
{see l.A3). 
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J. Independent Field Work. In- the society of the future, Wellesley relatively small community, and exchange be initiated as soon as of the student body be considered to 
deper.dent field work could provide can provide distinguished leader- therefore we do not recommend possible be in an experimental stage 
particularly relevant educational ship. Men would receive some of expansion on any large scale. Ex- Since the spring of 1970, when We are aware that it may be 
experience for non-white students their undergraduate education in an pansion to the degree we envisage Dartmouth College invited recommended in the future that men 
<see I.A.4). environment where women - could increase existing op- Wellesley to explore the possibility no longer be accepted as transfer 
t. Courses on Women. Courses on students, faculty, and ad- portunities for greater diversity of of an extended program for students students or as exchange students, or 
women should include the unique ministrators - are in positions of race. sex, age, and economic, social, and a small number of faculty that the ratio of 3:1 is close to an 
role of the black woman in society leadership and responsibility. In a and geographic background in the members, exploratory meetings ideal, or that ma'? freshmen be 
(see I.A.6). memorandum of November 1970, student body. Increasing the size of have taken place between students, admitted, or that thl number of men 
s. Couseling. Expansion of the Mrs. C.S. Bell went beyond what the College is intended to provide the faculty, administrators, and being educated at Nellesley be in-
counseling program, including the might be viewed as "men at a girls' opportunity for men to be educated departments at both institutions. creased. 
addition of more professional oer- school" to define a coeducational in an environment where women are The exchange is viewed as an in-
sons from minority groups to the 'situation as one that in positicns of leadership as ad- tegral part of the educational B. Diversity 
counseling and infirmary staffs, requires a strong faculty with ministrators, students, and faculty program of each institution and as a - That efforts be continued to 
would further help to meet the needs men and women scholars in all members. means of providing an opportunity increase the diversity of the student 
of minority students (see IV). departments and at all ranks, We are aware of the financial for the two colleges to coordinate body to the greatest extent possible 
6. Exchange · pr 0 grams. with officers in _adminis~~tive factors involved, especially those certain aspects of their long-range within the limits of financial 
Exchanges give minority and. ~anagerial positions connected with additional dor- planning. Special facilities and resources, the size of the College, 
students the opportunity to par- cons1stmg _of both men. and mitory, classroom, and office space, offerings of each could be made and qualifications for admission. A 
ticipate in black studies and other "".'o_men_, with no clear iden- and of their relation to plans for available to the other. The exchange diverse student body must include 
special programs and to take tiflc~tlon, for examl?le, of other future projects of the College. would provide students and faculty students from. families of moderate 
courses at member institutions (see clerical and secretarial ap- Other groups within the College, with the general educational means, for whom financial aid 
V.A.4, 6-7). poin_tments as fe~ale jobs working concurrently but not with benefits of diversity in teaching and should continue to be assured. 
Tables I-IV give estimated costs s~rvmg male executives. Such the Commission, have been con- learning and of a change in location, 
for programs described in this circumstances could lead both sidering such projects as a Science as well as some special benefits of C. Related Recommendations in 
section. men and women un- Center, the renovation of Pendleton cooperation between particular Other Sections 
dergraduates to expect that at HaJI, expansion of the Jewett Arts departments and . prog_rams. I. Educational Programs. 
Coumeling 
The Commission perceives a clear 
and immediate need for an im-
proved counseling program but feels 
that further analysis and review are 
needed before a definitive program 
can be formally proposed. We 
therefore recommend: 
- That further research on 
counseling be undertaken as soon as 
possible in order to develop plans by 
September 1971 for academic and 
personal counseling programs 
suitable to the increasing variety of 
counseling needs of the entire 
campus ccmmunity. 
With greater freedom to fashion 
their educational program and their 
own life styles, Wellesley students 
today are faced with a wide array of 
choices. They frequently need and 
want advice and counsel in many 
areas of their academic and per-
sonal lives. The need for improved 
and broader counseling for students 
has been clearly indicated in both 
the student and faculty question-
naires and by alumnae at Regional 
Councils.9 
The Commission's consideration 
of counseling has encompassed 
lhree distinct types of activity: (1) 
academic counseling, relating to the 
selection of courses and other 
academic issues; (2) personal 
counseling, relating to immediate 
personal choices and plans for the 
ruture; and (3) enrichment of the 
quality of life on the Wellesley 
campus. Preliminary studies of 
counseling have been made by the 
Commission. Subcommittee reports 
Dn counseling and on dormitory life 
appear as Appendices G and H. 
We urge that further study of 
counseling be given particularly 
high priority so that changes in the 
present counseling program can be 
Initiated by September 1971 to meet 
the needs not only of students but of 
others in the College community. We 
hope that financial resources will be 
ensured for developing an adequate, 
but not necessarily elaborate, 
1>rogram. Although it is not possible 
to assess the cost of a changed 
counseling program at this time, we 
agree that requisite financial sup-
port should be made available. 
CompositWn of the 
Student Body 
institutions of higher learning Center and the Library, and possible <Summary reports of discussions tol Expansion of the student body 
the ability to perform a given programs of Chinese and Judaic date may be found in Appendix K.) would necessitate additions to the 
task or acquire a given skill, is studies. The new construction, These opportunities for depart- faculty and to the instructional 
not sex-related. renovation, and expansion of mental and institutional cooperation budget. New educational programs 
Wellesley has already moved in buildings proposed by these groups and for faculty exchange, as well as would also necessitate additional 
the direction of having men on might to some extent satisfy the the magnitude of the exchange, expense, whether or not the College 
campus through the MIT-Wellesley space allocations required for an make the Dartmouth-Wellesley were expanded, but could be in-
exchange, which began in 1968-69, enlarged student body. exchange differ to a significant troduced without affecting existing 
and Wellesley's entrance into the In studying the financial im- degree from the Twelve College departmental structures. If ex-
Twelve College Exchange in the plications of increasing the size of Exchange. Neither institution pansion and new programs were 
spring of 1970. To have men as the College, we estimate that ex- considers the exchange as a total implemented at the same time, 
resident students affords women penditures directly connected with program of coeducation. Each duplication of expense could be 
and men the opportunity to meet and an increase in size would, in most regards it as an extension and minimized (see I.A.1-2, 6). 
deal with one another on in- cases, exceed the new income diversification of educational ex- 2. Freshman and Sophomore 
tellectual, not purely social, produced. At the same time, we perience for students and faculty. Programs. New residence facilities 
grounds. Contact with men on a have identified positive budgetary Dartmouth indicated at the could be designed so as to ac-
regular, day-to-day basis is viewed reasons for increasing the size of the beginning of its discussions with commodate new educational pat-
by many as being highly desirable. College, chief of which would be the Wellesley that it was considering a terns such as those discussed in the 
Available evidence indicates that opportunity to expand and develop proposal that would combine the Johnson-Rock report, which would 
the presence of men would be a the curriculum: the new faculty admission of women to Dartmouth be studied by the proposed Office of 
positive means· of continuing to needed to teach a greater number of as degree candidates and the Educational Research <see I.A.l). 
attract students of high quality. IO students could be primarily those enlargement of exchange programs. :1. Suburban-Regional 
The majority of top-ranking high who would teach in new areas of the This would enable Dartmouth to Studies. The Suburban-Regional 
school seniors, for example, prefer curriculum. increase substantially the number of Studies pro~ram is eiven hi~h 
universities, coeducational colleges, 2. Number or Women women on the campus. Dartmouth islchronolQgical priority because of its 
or colleges in which students of both - That every effort be made to now working out changes in its emphasis on students in the 
sexes are present. I I Nearly all of the maintain the number of women academic program that are likely, sophomore, junior, and senior years. 
Wellesley students who responded to educated by Wellesley - 1750 - among other changes, to ac- It should attract a widely diverse 
the Commission's questionnaire said either as degree candidates or as commodate a significant increase in group of students (see I.A.2). 
that they felt it was important to exchange students enrollment. L Continuing Education. The 
have men as friends as part of their - Note: See, however, recom- presence of older women as students 
college experience, and that the mendation 4, below. 7. MIT Exchange in the Continuing Education 
presence of men would improve not 3. Ratio or Women to Men - . That every effo'rt be made_ to program provides diversity of age, 
only the social aspects of Wellesley - That a conscious effort be continue the MIT exchange, which experience and point of view (see 
but educational and cultural aspects made to arrive as quickly as has extended diversity of 11.B.4). ' 
as well.12 possible at a campus-based e~ucational experience and t:n- 5. Counseling. Diversity in the 
Flexibility in Planning population of approximately 1500 v1~on~ent for students of both in- College underlines the need for 
In considering the introduction of women and 500 men. We recognize slltubons. tr. changes and improvements in 
a greater number of men,l:l there the experimental nature of the !I. Degr-:es for _Men counseling, as indicated in the 
were some members of the Com- program proposed here and the - That immediate st~ps be taken section on counseling (see IV). 
mission who favored Wellesley's constant need for evaluating such an for th~ College to acqwre the legal 6. Living Patterns. Expansion of 
becoming a fully coeducational experiment. capacity ~o grant degrees to men the College and the concomitant 
college (with equal numbers of men The 500 men would consist of <votes: 9 in favor, 4 opposed) construction of new residence 
and women), others who wished to approximately 250 incoming ex- 9. Admission or Male Transfer facilities would provide op-
admit men in varying numbers, and change students and 250 transfer Students . portunities for new living patterns 
others who wished Wellesley to students, the latter having com- - .T~at men be considered for such as those suggested in Appendix 
remain a college that granted pleted two years of college. In ex- admission to Wellesley as degree H the report on dormitory life (see 
degrees only to women. As these ploring the various ways of in- candidates (a) after having been IV>. 
possibilities and the problems troducing men on campus, it was exchange students who then apply Tables I-IV give estimated costs 
inherent in each were examined, a determined that exchange students for transfer to Wellesley, or (b) as for programs described in thi~ 
position developed that represents a and junior-level transfer students transfer students who have com- section. 
consensus on the best manner in (see recommendation 9, below) pl~te~ two years at another in-
which to proceed. would provide the greatest stitution . 
Conclusions The most important element of flexibility and least additional cost. - That the quality of the student this position is that all steps toward We recommend that the number of body be maintained in accepting 
a larger number of male students at exchange students be limited to ~en.. ~nd. th~t there be no 
Wellesley should be treated as a approximately 210-250. Exchange d1sc~m1nahon m .fa~or of male 
series of experimental stages. Each students have proved to be highly candidates for admission . In considering the future of the 
step should be evaluated to keep committed to their work at Because of the experimental College, we believe that continuing 
choices open for the foreseeable Wellesley, but by the very nature of nature of ~he pro~ram, w~ are evaluation of progress is not only 
future. their program are not as deeply recommendmg an increase m the desirable but essential. We therefore 
Wellesley should make every involved in a major field at number of men through exchanges recommend (1) that the office of the 
effort to continue to educate ap- Wellesley as students who are and _tr~nsfer, rather than U~ro~gh President submit an annual 
proximately the same number of enrolled as degree candidates. MIT admission as freshm~n: One dJStinct progress report at the April meeting 
women as at present, either as students, because they are not in advantag~ of admitting transfer of the Board of Trustees on the 
degree candidates or as exchange academic residence at Wellesley, students 1s that they have already achievement of goals set forth in this 
students, for opportunities for would not be included in this been selected and evaluated by the report, and that such a report be 
women's education at Wellesley limitation. institution from which they come. made to all the constituencies 
should not be reduced.14 At the same 4. Women on Exchange and Size There is, however, difference of represented on the Commission, and 
As we look to the future, we time, Wellesley should work toward - That the number of women on opinion about the class level at (2) that the Trustees consider for-
conceive of an ideal society in which educating a ratio of approximately the campus be reduced to 1500 by which men should .be admitted as ming a small representative group 
true equality of opportunity for both three women to one man on the encouraging up to 250 Wellesley transfer students. Those who favor to continue self-study of the College 
women and men will prevail. We campus as soon as possible. There is women to attend another institution admitting men after their within the next five years. 
have considered how Wellesley, division of opinion about the method on exchange or to take a leave of sophomore year argue that ad- The College should continue to 
historically committed to excellent of achieving this ratio, as noted absence in a given year milting male transfer students at expand its program of identifying 
education for women, might play a below. Our goal is to create an in- Present exchange programs the junior-class level would give the the Wellesley of today and the future 
role in achieving such a society. In stitution in which men are present as should be enlarged, both to increase College the opportunity to continue to prospective students as well as to 
our opinion, Mr. Durant's ideal of students and are viewed as equals, educational opportunities for to pay full attention to the education alumnae, potential faculty mem-
equal educational opportunities for and one in which men and women students, and to reduce the number and needs of women in their first two bers, and all others who have an 
women today requires rein- share positions of leadership and of women actually ·on the campus years, and that it would bring interestinhighereducation. Greater 
terpretation. Dedication to his ideal responsibility. The following each year to approximately 1500 in students to Wellesley who would involvement of present students and 
in the 1970's implies the introduction recommendations represent steps ordertoaccommodate the number of presumably have more ~ll-Oefined recent alumnae should be developed 
of men onto the campus, where they toward this goal. men proposed in recommendation 3, edu~ational reason for trans- to t_he. fullest extent. A more 
will work together with women in above. There is clear division of l ferrmg. There are others who see sophisticated program of public 
the classroom and in related campus A. Size and Men opinion, however, about increasing no ~ig!"ificant difference between relations on all levels_, thr~ugh 
activities. l. Increased Size the number of resident men (a) in a admitting men as sophomores and personal contact and m pnnted 
We believe that Wellesley should - That the size of the College year when fewer women wished to as juniors. They have expressed the materials, would increase the 
include men as students. It should increase from 1750 to 2000 students go out on exchange or (b) if the concern that the present recom- College's effectiveness in giving 
not, however, become a taking courses on the campus, with College did not in~rease in size mendation might seriously limit ,persons who are not on the campus 
coeducational college in the the possibility of up to 250 additional because this would necessitat~ opportunities for increasing the an accurate and vivid impression of 
traditional sense, where activities students away from the campus in a reducing the total number of women number of men on campus. A third 1the College as it is now and of its 
and leadership roles are oriented given year. in both cases. a~t~f!iative, wh~c~ met with a clear plans for the _fu~ure. . 
primarily to men and where the We have given extended con- s. Residence Facilities d1vis1on of op1mon, would be to 1 In submitting its recom-
great majority of faculty and ad- sideration to the size of the College: - That plans be made for con- ~~it f!len after on~ year at another ~endations, the Commission fulfills 
ministrators are men. By educating whether to decrease it, keep it the· struction o( residence facilities 1nsbtubon, but to give preference to its mandate from the Trustees. 
students of both sexes in a context same, or increase the number ofl designed to accommodate up to 250 male transfer students who have Commission members are 
that recognizes and consciously students.IS We feel that any in- additional students completed two years elsewhere. prepared, however, to be of service 
focuses on the complex but as yet not crease in size should be compatible 6. Dartmouth Exchange 10. Nature of the Experiment for the remainder of the year in any 
clearly perceived role of wumen in with retaining the advantage of .a I - That the Dartmouth-Wellesley - That the proposed composition ways that the Trustees or Academic 
Thursday, March 2s 1s11 
Council might consider helpful. Notes on Tables 
I-IV 
We make our recommendations in 
the spirit of Wellesley's particular 
strengths and its historical capacity 
for change and development. We In formulating cost estimates, we 
would have Wellesley carry on its have kept in mind the present and 
central purpose, that of serving projected financial requirements of 
society by meeting its needs in a the College and have, therefore, 
diversity of ways. To this end, observed the rieed for realistic 
Wellesley will continue to recognize projection of costs for programs 
the distinctive qualities, needs, and taken separately and together year 
capabilities of individual students by year and over a period of years. 
and the esteem in which they hold To the best of our ability to foresee 
themselves and society. and estimate, we have given special 
We believe that Wellesley College attention to the future costs that our 
will embark on its second century recommendations imply: .ongoing 
with confidence because of the costs as well as new costs con-
strength it now possesses and sequent to developing programs. We 
because of the commitment of the have made our estimates with as 
institution to developing new ways to much anticipation as possible of 
serve society in the future. their long-range budgetary im-
WELLESLEY NEWS 
plications and with recognition and 
appreciation of coexisting plans and 
claims of other projects for the 
College. 
Tables I-IV give estimates of 
incremental annual and capital 
costs. Unless otherwise identified, 
figures represent middle-range 
estimates, to show at what level a 
program might begin, the extent of 
its growth, and the time at which 
costs might reach a steady state. 
Relative costs are shown, within and 
among programs, and for a period of 
years, so that cash-flow 
requirements might be Jnore clearly 
indicated. Estimates of annual 
expenses cover a six-year period 
and those of capital costs extend 
over five years. Specific dates for 
implementation of programs are 
Table I 
given with reco11nmendations in 
Sections I-V. 
The curricular costs shown in 
Table I are predicated on an in-
crease in the size of the College; 
they reflect the addition of ap-
proximately 25 new faculty mem-
bers who would be needed for 250 
additional resident students. These 
new faculty members could teach in 
the areas outlined above. Increasing 
the size of the College would, under 
these circumstances, allow greater 
flexibility in faculty assignments 
and hence increase the possibility of 
curricular expansion and in-
Page :seven 
novation. Because the Commission 
hopes that curricular change can be 
implemented even if the College 
does not grow in size, incremental 
instructional costs that would occur 
as the result of new programs with 
no change in size are separately 
identified in Tables I and III. 
Table IV gives estimates of costs 
for programs to which low financial 
priority has bee!J assigned. 
As was noted above, it is not 
possible to assess the incremental 
cost of a changed counseling 
program at this time. 
Estimated Incremental Annual Operating Expenses/Deficit over a Six-Year Period 
(in thousands of dollars at 1970-71 prices) 
Educational Program (costs predicated on increase in size 
of College) 
Office of Educational Research (including courses on 
Year I II III IV v 





$55 $60 $60 $60 
Suburban-Regional Studies 
Freshman and Sophomore Programs 
Equal Employment 0pportunities Officer 
Size/Men \ = operating deficit created by expense in 
excess of additional income) 
Additional curricular costs if no change in size of College 











Estimated Incremental Capital Expenditures over a Five-Year Period !J 
(in thousands of dollars at 1970-71 prices) 
Year I 
Educational Program 
Office of Educational Research $5 
Suburban-Regional Studies (if separate 
quarters were needed for the program) 
Freshman and Sophomore Programs (if an 
unusual program were undertaken).20 
Size/Men .J 
Two new dormitories (for 250 students 
total) 
Physical educatidtl 














































Summary of Estimated Incremental Annual Operating Expenses/Deficit 
and Capital Expenditures Given in Tables I and II 
(in thousands of dollars at 1970-71 prices) 
Annual 
(six years) 
A. With increase in size of College 
Year I II III IV v VI 
Educational Program $50 $90.5 $141 $171.5 $172 $173 
Equal Employment Op- 12 12.5 13 13.5 14 14.5 
portunities Officer 
Size/Men ( = opera- 50 100 150 200 250 250 
ting deficit) 
TOTALS $112 $203 $304 $385 $436 $437.5 
B. With no increase in size of College but with changes in Educational 
Educational Program $50 $110.5 $216 $296 .5 $347 $423 
Equal Employment Op-
portunities Officer 12 12.5 13 13 . 5 14 14.5 
TOTALS $62 $123 $229 $310 $361 $437.5 
Capital 
(five years) 
Year I II III IV v 
Educational Program $5 $10 $50 
Size/Men 120 1, 271 1,431 lz666 2 
TOTALS $125 $1, 271 $1,441 $1, 716 ·$2 
Table IV 
Estimated Incremental Annual and Capital Expenditures 
for Items Assigned Low Financial Priority 
(in thousands of dollars at 1970-71 prices) 
ANNUAL (six ~ears2 
Year I II III IV v VI 
Grants for Suburban- $3 $4 $5 $5 
Regional visiting 
scholars 
Child care (year I: 1 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 
survey; year II on: 
net cos t to College 
of operation) 
Financial aid for 15 25 25 25 25 25 
foreign study 
Financial Aid for 9 10 10 12.5 12.5 15 
Continuing 
Education 
Buses for minority 6 6 6 6 6 6 
group students 




























CAPITAL (five years) 
Child care facility 
(if new quarters 
needed) 
$41 $58.5 











Views of the Three Constituencies on the 
Specific Desirable Proportion of 
Men on Campus 
Sin the Commission's questionnaires, students and faculty were asked about the rolP. of 
women as a subject of whole courses or within courses and as a topic for research. 
Respondents who felt that such study was "essential," "very important," or "somewhat 
important" answered as follows: 
Students Faculty 
All groups were asked in the Commission's questionnaires what s~ific proportion of 
men on campus they considered desirable. As seen in the "Total' columns m the ac-
companying tables, a majority of students, a plurality of faculty, and a strong minority 
of students, a plurality of faculty, and a strong minority of alumnae favored about 50 per Veh i c 1 e for study 










support, and modest (22 per cent) support from alumnae. C • 1 Time at Wellesley is an important factor differentiating faculty and alumnae views, urn.cu um 
but is little related to variations in student views. Among the students, only the Class of Whole courses 










17 favored 50 per cent or more men on campus. Among the faculty, views were remarkably 
stable among those who had been at Wellesley for a short or intermediate period of time; 
those having been at Wellesley for a longer period of time were still favorable to many As a subject of 
more men on campus, but significantly less so than the others. research 
Among alumnae, a clear delineation can be seen between those in classes since 1960: 
about half of these recent alumnae favor 50 per cent or more men, whereas alumnae in 
older classes show much less support for 50 per cent men and much more support for no 
men. Although the reactions are not monolithic, generally speaking, the more recent the 
alumna the more one is likely to find a supporter for many more men on campus. The 
proportion of "no answers" is particularly high among earlier alumnae (and among 
older faculty); based on the responses of those from these subgrou1?5 who di~ answer the 
questions, this fact appears to result in an understatement of negative reactions to many 
more men on campus. 
Specific Proportion of Men Desirable 
Students 
Year of Graduation Faculti: 
'73 '72 '71 '70 Total Yea,rs at Welleslei 
0% 3% 1% 4% 0% 2% 1-6 7-19 2o+ Total 
1-15% 8 4 3 2 5 3% 47. 2% 
16-30% 13 14 18 10 14 3 12 4 
31-49% 1 2 15 10 13 13 20 20 29 23 
50%+ 57 58 53 66 58 13 23 8 14 
No answer 7 8 12 10 8 49 45 21 42 
13 13 25 15 
Alunmae 
YeaL of Graduation 
Pre '30 '43 '50 '60 '65 
'30 '42 '49 '59 '64 '69 Total 
--
--
0% 22% 18% 17io 14% 4% 9% 16% 
1-15% 5 6 6 6 6 5 6 
16-30% 12 9 12 12 11 10 11 
31-49% 10 9 8 10 10 15 10 
50%+ 12 28 37 31 54 49 31 
No answer 40 29 19 26 15 11 26 
22 28 33 16 33 
9In the Commission's questionnaires, student respondents rated advising on personal 
matters as follows: 4 per cent "excellent," 20 per cent "good," 41 per cent "fair," and 32 
per cent "poor." In the area of general academic advising, 19 per cent were "en-
thusiastic" or "very satisfied," 37 per cent "satisfied," and 39 per cent "dissatisfied" 
or "very dissatisfied." With respect to academic advising, in choosing a major over 60 
per cent of the students found themselves and their own judgment to be the most helpful 
source -0f advice; other sources cited as being helpful were a course (11 per cent), a 
faculty member (8 per cent), student friends (3 per cent), reputation of a department (2 
per cent), family (2 per cent), and a class dean or other administrative person C0.1 per 
cent). Help in choosing a career followed a similar pattern: no one (37 per cent), faculty 
members( 23 per cent), other students (21 per cent), family (12 per cent), the office of 
Career Services (2 per cent), and a dean (2 per cent) . 
As might be expected, faculty members gave somewhat higher ratings of the value of 
their counseling of students in the same areas. 
Counseling was a major topic of discussion at the Regional Councils, where alumnae 
felt strongly that extended counseling services are necessary and desirable as curricular 
flexibility increases and students take more responsibility for making decisions. 
lOAll groups were asked in the Commission's questionnaires if they believed that 
quality women are no longer attracted to women's institutions. Fifty-six per cent of 
student respondents, 44 per cent of faculty, and 38 per cent of alumnae said they would 
either "strongly agree" or "somewhat agree" with this statement. 
Uln January 1968, Smith and Princeton surveyed seniors at 19 "superior private and 
public secondary schools throughoot the country." Of the 4680 who replied, 81 per cent of 
the male students and 79 per cent of the females in the upper two-fifths of their class felt 
that a college having both men and women, as compared with students only on one's own 
sex, would "increase its attractiveness." The male-female percentages for the lower 
three-fifths of the class were 74 per cent and 67 per cent respectively. (Princeton Alumni 
Weekly. September 24, 1968, p.8). 
In the Commission's 1969 survey of schools from which top-ranking girls applied to 
Wellesley between 1965 and 1969, the percentage of those entering women's colleges 
declined steadily from 35 per cent in 1965 to 23 per cent in 1969 (Appendix D. 
In the Commission's 1970 survey of 20 high school guidance counselors (Appendix J ), 
coeducation was considered to be the single factor of greatest interest to girls in con-
sidering what they desire in a college. 
12ln the Commission's questionnaires, 80 per cent of the students considered having 
men as friends in college "very important," and 13 per cent said that it was "somewhat 
important." Further, when asked whether having many more men on campus would 
improve the educational, cultural, and social quality of Wellesley, the following response 
was obtained: 




No Footnotes somewhat agree strongli what disagree Answer 
Educational 64% 13% 20% 2'7 
!Of those responding to the Commission's questionnaires, 61 per cent of students, 60 Cu 1tura1 
per cent of faculty , and 57 per cent of alumnae supported ("highly desirable" or Soc i al 







issues and problems of special interest. 
2In the Commission's questionnaires, 62 per cent of the students and 34 per cent of the 
faculty who responded said that greater opportunities for independent work would be a 
major improvement in education at Wellesley. 
3The Commission's questionnaires revealed that 51 per cent of students, 57 per cent of 
faculty, and 34 per cent of alumnae respondents thought that it would be "highly 
desirable" or "somewhat desirable" to have the normal time for earning the B.A. be 
three to five years. 
4See Ruth M. Oltman, "Campus 1970: Where Do Women Stand'?" AAUW Journal, 
November 1970, pp. 14-15. In a sample of 376 coeducational schools and 59 women's 
schools 34 of the former report that there are no women chairmen of departments in 
fields t;aditionally considered women's: nursing, languages, education, and the like. 
Women in high administrative posts are claimed by 92 per cent of the coeducational 
schools but Dr. Oltman says that they are "seldom employed in positions involving 
criticalJ decision-making and are not actively recruited at higher levels." Women 
students usually hold non-elective posts in student activities, sucllas editor of the 
yearbook or literary magazine, or as chairman of freshman orientation, and are more 
likely to serve as secretary or treasurer of student and class government. There are 
proportionately fewer women on student-staff co~ttees as well. . 
sAs Mrs. Lefkowitz !says in her report on the education and n~ of .women (Append';X 
E) "The high percentage of women on the faculty and admirustration at Wellesley 1s 
p;Jucularly commendable ... Of the 1970-71 officers of instruction, :;s per cent are 
women, in contrast to 36 per cent at Smith or 43 per <:ent at Bryn M.awr m 1969-70, not to 
mention the notoriously low percentages at coeducational schools like Harvard (13.5 per 
cent with almost all in the junior ranks), Stanford (5 per cent), Chicagt> (7 per cent), or 
even Swarthmore (19 per cent). The high percentage of women on Wellesley's senior 
faculty (58 per cent as compared with Smith's 28 per cent Bryn Mawr's 29 ~r cent, 
Harvard's 0.42 per cent, and Swarthmore's 7 per cent) provides the strongest evidence of 
a consistent effort to avoid the discrimination practiced in the larger society and even at 
other women's colleges." 
60n the basis of present enrollment in l;he program, it is estimat~ ~t abou.t 20 ~r 
cent of the students would require such aid. In.~ter yea_rs, the availabili~ of f10anc1al 
aid would probably increase the number of qualified applicants. See Appendix E. 
7When asked about child care in the Commission's questio~ires, faculty and 
alumnae who either favored or were neutral about it replied as follows : 
1:lSee Exhibit A, above, for detailed student, faculty, and alumnae views concerning 
men on campus. 
l4Faculty and alumnae were asked in the Commission's questionnaires whether. 
assuming qualified male students applied, they would prefer that men be admitted as 
additional students or that the number of women be reduced in order to keep the 
enrollment constant. They replied as follows: 
Faculty Alumnae 
Any men (either visiting or permanentl be admitted as 
additional students beyond the present number of women.or 
F.nrollment be held constant, reducing the number of women 
students to permit the enrollment of men. 
52% 41% 
34 39 
Fourteen per cent of the faculty and 20 per cent of alumnae did not answer this question. 
15All groups were asked in the Commission's questionnaires what they thought the size 
of Wellesley's s~dent body should be, irrespective of coeducation: 
Decreased Kept about Increased Increased No 
somewhat the same somewhat greatl~ Answer 
Student s 4% 49% 40% 5% 2% 
Faculty 1 34 51 1 0 4 
Alumnae 6 53 31 4 6 
Highly Somewhat Neither desirable 
desirable desirable nor undesirable 
Faculti responses 
For faculty children 37% 19% 21% 
For children of married students 41 22 i"6 ; 
' 1 Alumnae responses I 
For faculty children 24 32 21 ~ For children of married students 25 31 17 
I 
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Ed. note: For your information, a list of the appendices to the report is given below. If 
you wish to consult the full report, at least two copies have been distributaed to each 
dorm and there are five copies in the library. 
APPENDICES 
A. Educational Programs-Roger A. Johnson and Elizabeth J. Rock 
B. A Suburban-Regional Studies Program - Arthur M. Katz and Alice B. Robinson 
C. A Day Care Proposal for Wellesley College - Eleanor L . McLaughlin 
D. Foreign Study - Eric W. Kurtz 
E. The Education and Needs of Women -Mary R. Lefkowitz 
F. Minority Groups at Wellesley College -Sondra I. Bonadie 
G. Report of the Dormitory Life Committee -Nancy Guthrie '71, Clare Mankowski '72, 
Sarah Rountree '72, Barbara Snyder '72, Ann Suzedell '71, Jane Willard '72 
I. Survey of Secondary Schools from Which Students Have Applied to Wellesley 
College, 1965-1969-Mary R. Lefkowitz and Alan H. Schechter 
J. Secondary School Guidance Counselor Survey - Scott M. Cunningham and Stephen 
A. Greyser 
K. Summary of Discussions with Dartmouth 
L. Population Impact Study - Scott M. Cunningham and Stephen A. Greyser 
M. Summary Reports on Questionnaires 
M-1. Student Questionnaire - 225 
M-2. Faculty and Administration Questionnaire - 229 
M-3. Alumnae Questionnaire - 223. 
Appendix L, the Population Impact Study, gives detailed estimates of capital and 
continuing costs prospectively associated with various total sizes and male.female 
"mixes" of the Wellesley student body. 
16The Commission's questionnaires asked all groups to comment on continuation of 
the MIT exchange. Eighty-four per cent of the students, 68 per cent of the faculty, and 62 
per cent of the alumnae who responded thought that this arrangement was "strongly 
desirable" or "somewhat desirable." Some 37 per cent of the students reported that they 
had developed non-dating friendships with MIT students through the exchange. 
17A summary of estimat<.'<i annual and capital costs is given in Table III. 
18The principal portion of the operating deficit shown for "Size-Men" has to do with an 
increase in the size of the College, and not with inroducing men per se. If the size of the 
College did not increase, but the programs under "Educational Program" were un-
dertaken, additional faculty would need to be hired. The figures given between the 
double lines are estimates of the cost of additional faculty; if there is no increase in size, 
these figures should be added to those given under "Educational Program." See Ap-
pendix L, the Population Impact Study, for detailed estimates on which the "Size-Men" 
figures are based. 
19A summary of estimated annual and capital costs is given in Table III. 
20If new dormitories were designed in such a way as to accommodate special fresh-
man and sophomore programs, the cost shown here could be deleted. 
21Costs of classroom and office space are not included with estimates for increased 
size because it is assumed that these would come under other, existing estimates for the 
Science Center and the renovation of Pendleton Hall1 and hence they are not duplicated here. Estimates for classroom and office space have oeen made, however, and appear in 
Exhibit 4 of Appendix L, the Population Impact Study. 
24Although estimates are given here for physical education facilities, it is agreed by 
the Commission that these should be kept to a minimum, particularly with respect to the 
renovation of Mary Hemenway Hall. 
23The curricular, or "Educational Program," costs shown here consist of those given 
in part A, above, flus those shown between double lines in Table I, which represent 
added instructiona costs for faculty for new programs should the size of the College not 
increase but new educational programs be undertaken. As was e~lained in note 17 of 
Table I, the principal portion of the operating deficit for "Size.Men' has to do with iu-
creasing the size of the College, not with introducing men; hence those figures are not 
given here. 
Appllcattons for the Welleeley· 
HIT Residential Exdaange are 
available In Room M5 Greeo Ball. 
The Exchange Program prov4\es 
the opportunity for 25 Wellesley 
atudents to live tn an MIT Uvtng 
group and for 25 MIT students to · 
live In a Wellesley dormitory for 
a semest.er (or a year). Oompleted 
appllcattoos for the ftrst semest.et 
of 19'71 ·"12 shoald be returned to 
Mn. Fluar. Green Ball, not later 
than April 9, 1971. 
PRIZES 
This year tour prizes are offettJd 
to undergraduates thr00«h the 
Eng-llsh Department. 
The FLORENCE ANNETTE 
WING MEMORIAL PRIZE FOK 
LYRIC POETRY. established In 
1M2 by Mabel Wini Castle '87 In 
memory ol her slater. The amount 
of the award depends on the In· 
come earned by the flmd. 
Forest fires burn 
more than trees. 
Tbe VIRGINIA WAINWRIGHT 
ANNUAL SONNET PRIZE, estab-
lisbed In 1t1.'1 by Vlrsinla Wah,. 
wrtpt. 
Tbe JACQUELINE AW ARD, 
elven by Eleanor .mt Rollamond 
Peck In memory (of their sister. 
'ne amount of the award dependl 
on the Income earned by the fWld. 
Tbe AGNES F. PERKINS 
PRIZE, estabUBhed by the En(llsh 
Department. 
RULES: 
For the WJl'fG Prize: 
1. The competition la open to all 
four cla.-es. 
!. Poems must be lyrics not 
exceedlll( S2 lines. 
s. Each contestsnt may submit 
one J)Oe!n only. 
For the W~IGBT Prize: 
1. Tbe compedtlon ls open to all 
tour clulel. 
!. Each co1ttestant may submit 
one .onnet only. 
For the JACQUELINE Award: 
1. The competition Is open to 
au eenlon who are cendl· 
dates for the degree at Wel-
lesley Oollege. 
!. Entries are to be either 
creative or critical proee. 
For the PERKINS Prue: 
l. The competition Is open to 
all freshmen, sophomores and 
Juniors at Wellesley College. 
2. Entries are to be creative or 
critical prose. 
FOR ALL COMPETmONS: 
1. Entries most be submitted on 
or before Thurs., April 8, 1971. 
2. Entries most be tYJM'wrltten 1n 
double space on one side of the 
paper. 
s. Each entry must be signed with 
a non de plume. A sealed en-
velope accompan)ing the con· 
trlbution of each writer must 
bear the writer's nom de plume 
on the outside, and most en-
close the writer's real name. 
4. Each entry must bear the 
name of the prize for which It 
is submitted. Any entry fulfill· 
lnir; tbe conditions for two of the 
prizes may ben entered for 
both awards, but two copies, 
each appropriately labelled and 
with accompanying envelope, 
must be sobmltteci. 
5. Entrlet for all awarch lhoold 
be delivered to the chairman 




Mia Berkmall, QaalrmaD 
~\ A.d>mislng crea~ !or the public good Q?-
•' .. \ 
nonc1ay, ·March 25. um 
Strobe Talbott Discusses 'l(rushchev's Memoir's 
By Amy Daunis '74 The KGB style of disinformation 
"This is off the record," was one was, he said, a familiar phenom-
of the opening comments of Strobe enon to him. He cited seven cir-
Talbott (Nelson Strobridge Talbott cumstances which usually prompt-
111) as he began his talk on ed literary forgery on the part of 
Krushchev's Memoirs, the book he the KGB: 1. ito embarrass a defect-
has recently translated and edited, or viz. S. Alliluyeva; 2. to attract 
with Introduction, Commentary attention away from what a defect-
and Notes by Edward Crankshaw. or has said or written; 3. to pro-
Mr. Talbott, a 1968 graduate of mote a favorable picture of the 
Yale University, where he special- USSR; 4. ·to obscure what is go-
ized in Russian literature, is now a ing on there; 5. to jeopardize citi-
Rhodes Scholar at Magdalen Col- zens in the USSR (viz. Solzenit-
lege, Oxford. He headed the Yale syn); 6. to undermine the propa-
Daily News as an undergraduate, ganda value of some genuine docu-
worked as a correspondent for ment; 7. to circulate bogus litera-
Time Magazine in Moscow, and ture, usually through the under-
hopes to continue later as a jour- ground, to confuse the issues and 
nalist. create misunderstanding among the 
Mr. Talbott concerned himself Russian people. 
initially with the authenticity of Other possibilities which he men-
the book. He stressed that he did tioned were that it was an effort 
not -:.ccept the translation-job until to discredit Krushchev in the eyes 
he had personally ascertained that of certain groups which still sup-
the memoirs were genuine. Certain port his ideas. Others say that it 
authorities as Leonard Shapiro was a plea for his renewed support. 
have claimed that the work is a Both these claims are unlikely be-
forgery of the KGB, and, Mr. Tai- cause in the first case, it ~ould 
bott added wryly, some individuals have been a vitriolic and still per-
even think it was an invention of suasive work, which it was not, and 
the CIA. In •the event that adverse in the second case, false memoirs, 
proof were to emerge, he said, "I if unearthed as such, would reflect 
would be very disappointed in my- adversely on Krushchev. 
self and regret the whole affair." Could it have been a diversion-
ary tactic? Mr. Talbott said no; 
it gives an authoritative account of 
a regime where "one paranoid 
ruled over other paranoids" (see 
Krushchev's description of vaca-
tions with Stalin). In the final ana-
lysis, there seems to be a "consen-
sus of authenticity" among those 
who knew Krushchev, several 
former U.S. ambassadors to Russia 
among them. 
The memoirs do not claim to be 
an authorized biography; Krush-
chev did not write them himself. 
What Little, Brown and Co. re-
ceived was the Russian type script, 
material for a finished memoir, 
which had been orally dictated. 
Krushchev released a news state-
ment on November 16, saying, 
"This is a fabrication and 1 am in-
dignant at this. I have never passed 
on memoirs or materials of this 
nature either to Time or other for-
eign publishing houses" (a rather 
ambiguous statement, interposed 
Mr. Talbott, which totally passes 
the question of whether or not he 
had written them) . . 
The memoirs remain unfinished, 
proceeding only as far as the Cu-
ban Crisis of 1963. Why, our 
speaker asked, were they publish-
ed early? Two reasons seem logi-
Priest-Convict Narrates 
Daniel Berrigan Movie 
cal: 1. he might never finish them; 
2. there is some reason why it is 
important that the world should 
know now. 
Mr. Talbott has his own private 
theory. He feels that it may be 
the KGB "corporate liberals'" an-
swer to the Stalinist-revival trend 
which will affirm or destroy itself 
during the course of the 24th Party 
Congress which begins this week 
in Russia. It is important, there-
fore, that not only Russia, but the 
whole world know what Stalin was 
actually like, and these memoirs 
may have been the only effective 
plea open to such a group. 
The Brezhnev-Kosygin regime, 
Mr. Talbott continued, has been a 
colorless one. Russia is looking to 
its past for inspiration. The neo-
Stalinists are in the ascendency, as 
evidenced by the latent anti- Semi-
tic and nationalistic tendencies in 
contemporary Russia. An expose of 
Stalin's crimes, which includes the 
text of Krushchev's Secret Speech 
of 1956, seems a logical maneuver 
on the part of the anti-Stalinists. 
Colorful Character 
a farm in the Ukraine to become 
one of the most powerful, and cer-
tainly most colorful, figures of the 
20th century. All members of the 
"inner circle" were temporary 
members, he added, and Krush-
chev survived only through his 
powers of flexibility and obedience. 
Why was it that Krushchev was 
able to escape the full force of 
Stalin's influence? Mr. Crank-
shaw's explanation for the enlight-
enment - which Mr. Talbott says 
Krushchev showed during his years 
as the head of the Communist 
Party in Russian - was that 
Krushchev spent 12 years away 
from Moscow, as viceroy over the 
Ukraine, during which time he de-
veloped from the "worst kind of 
colonial governor" to an objective 
and intelligent ruler who was able 
to keep "Stalin at arm's length." 
From "Guns to Butter" 
Mr. Talbott explored some of <the 
aspects of Krushchev's character 
uncovering the unmistakable per-
sonality of the man who rose from 
Under Krushchev's reign, Mr 
Talbott interjected, the Soviet eco 
nomy went from "guns to butter.' 
Although it was during his re 
gime that Russia became a nuclear 
power, it was Krushchev who wa~ 
responsible for the term "peaceflli 
co-existence," and Mr. Talbott sait 
that he would contend that Krush 
(Continued on page 12) 
READING AND STUDY SKILLS Wellesley Florist 
Flowers for 
All Occasions 
By Bailey Van Hook '74 
Antony Mulhaney, one of the con-
victed priests of 1he Milwaukee 
14, hosted a film about "The Holy 
Outlaw," Father Daniel Berrigan 
last Wednesday. Durin_i a short 
introductory talk he explained that 
Berrigan's cause was not an iso-
lated incident but is an essential 
question of "property rights versus 
human rights" and "dissident ver-
sus resistance." 
and the right jury." 
Father Mulhaney believes that 
"things are happening that are in-
dicative of the fact that the re-
sistance is building up." As far as 
individuals are concerned, "new 
life styles" are creating an "effect 
on people's thinking." He cited 
food co-ops and "new ways of 
handling property" like communes 
as indicative of positive things 
happening. 
sive type of demonstration as "not 
worthless but not more important 
than organizing on the local level." 
Two new couses in reading and 
study skills will be ottered, start. 
~ Wed., April 7th. The course 
will meet on Wednesday and Fri· 
days, one section at 10 a.m. and 
the other at 11:20 a.m., and wm 
run about six weeks. 
Pre-registration for the course Is 
now open at Room 33'7, Green 
Rall. 
The course will meet at 24 1.,_ Founders. It ls open to all Welles-
40 CENTRAL STREET 
Spring Offensive 
The resistance has not done the 
organizing necessary for a really 
T1he moviP. was an explique of effective spring offensive, accord-
Daniel Berrigan's philosophy of ing to Father Mulhaney. "The 
resistance. After burning draft rec- probability of large numbers going (to the march in Washington) and 
ords in May, 1968, Berrigan and having the people to replace them 
his brother, Philip, also a priest, is very slight." He cited this mas-
and the rest of the Oatonsville 9 --- -----------
were tried and convicted. Berrigan Appl~lou, UCftlft, etc. 
Passport ,..otos pin P•otos hf 
Cntom ,..oto Frames 
BUBERTS 
Father Mulhaney echoed Daniel 
Berrigan in his concern for a hu-
man conscience in his question 
"what is the most responsible thing 
to do?" He plans to keep resisting 
but does not advocate a coup 
d'etat, which he ·believes "will 
never take place in this country," 
but a constructive change which 
will place human rights foremost 
in importance. 
Depend upon 
ley students free of charge. I • 237-8200 
·~~l 
SUMMER JOBS IN EUROPE 
STUDY AND TRAVEL PROGRAMS 
Eurojob handles work permit transportation, accommo-
dations and orientation for positions ranging from secre-
tarial in London to resorts in France. 
Ameican Institute for Foreign Study offers university 
courses and related travel in the language, litera~ure, 
history, and government of Britain, France, Germany, 
Israel and others. 
Kathy McCoy- Claflin - (235-1416) - or write 
102 Gref'uwich Ave., Grcrnwich, Conn. (203-869-9090) 
according to Professor Howard 
Zinn of B.U., decided to go against 
the "American Liberal Tradition" 
which says that "civil disobedience 
is all right but you must take your ::::;~~l~J~C~etltral~p~Shwet=~ ==~============::,; punishment." 
Criminal for Peace /(/ ~ th,e ~/ 
Camera & Frame Shop 
Your complete photo 
supply headquarters 
61 Central St. 235-4456 
Berrigan, who operated under "ii M • .. • 
•the belief that it is "better to bum • f 
paper than children," would not the U n IV e rs it y 0 
admit to the wrongness of the draft · AT 
card burning and escaped under- M AI N E 
ground after his conviction. He be- ORONO 
came, in Zinn's words, a "refugee 
from injustice, a criminal for SUMMER SESSIONS 
peace." Captured in August last 
year, he outlined his plan for the ~ ;:t ~ AL ~Ah.A.AA / 
future in one word, "resistance." 'e a vpr '7~. 
Mulhaney brought the Berrigan 
case up to date •after the film. Dan-
iel and Philip Berrigan are among 
those on trial for conspiracy to 
blow up Government buildings and 
to kidnap Henry Kissinger. His 
lawyers now include Ramsey Clark, 
Paul O'Dwyer, and Leonard Bou-
tine, who according to Mulhaney, 
unfortunately "do not have the 
same politics" as the Berrigans. 
Trial as Forum 
The Berrigans would like to 
make the trial "a forum for airing 
grievances people have against the 
government." Mulhaney claims that 
using the trial as a forum is as 
tricky as a slot machine: the 
chances are not good but it is still 
possible to "get the right judge 
Earn degree credits in the oool, refreshing Maine climate. 
Recreational opportunities abound at nearby lakes, moun· 
tains. seashore. Undergraduate and Graduate courses at 
Orono. Distinguished faculty, visiting lecturers. oonfer-
ences, workshops. Modern dormitory acoommodations. 
Three·week and six-week sessions. Regular 
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and how to swing it. 
The Biltmore puts it tog"?ther. With our Special 
STUDENT Rates. Your own pad, right in the mid-
dle of everything that makes Fun City everything 
it is. And evt!rything going on the East Side, West 
Side and Village is all about 15 minutes away. 
for students, $15 single, $21 twin. $26 triple. 
0
for 
faculty, $lJ single. $29 twin. 
f« ,..,..ti..... ml FREE 
From anywhere in the Con1inen11I U.S.A .... 800-l21-2690 
In Ntw York Stite ............... ......... 800-522-6449 
New York City (loal) ..................... ... 340-2n6 
THE A •£ALTY HOTEL 
BILTMORE 
"A IMK>Us Horr/ Wirh Ctr•t Tt.tditiOn"' 
Mld110n Avenllf! •t 4lrd Strttr 
New V0tk, N. Y. 10017 
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Barth .. . Academic Council. • • 
(Continued from page 1) Barth was asked why his novels, (Continued from page 1) 
a parallel spiral spinning which en- which always start out with tightly basis. Secondly she would have all 
snared Perseus and company, constructed plots, "~ort of drivel Fs recorded in classes taken for a 
professor of philosophy, reiterated 
the proposal of !'1r· David Ferry, 
professor of English, which called 
for a department to submit to Aca-
demic Council its Honors Program 
procedures for approval. Miss 
Fleming added that the Committee 
on Curriculum and Instruction 
would like to hear from the de-
partments about various honor pro-
grams they might use besides the 
thesis. 
Barth, and listener. out in the end." Not at all non- d 
Like Deno, Enyo, and Pemphrey- plussed, Barth disagreed with his gra e. 
do. who continually pass an eye critic. Expressing satisfaction with Grades Are Punitive? 
and a tooth around amongst them- the "perfectly orchestrated" plots 
selves, I couldn't help feeling the of his other novels, Mr. Barth ar-
seemingly endless cyclical accelera- gued that this particular story 
tion. "Thus did report follow ob- couldn't have a definite end. 
servation, and meditation report," . It was meant to unwind as a 
Perseus remarks of the three; he spiral does, remaining open so as 
may as well have said it of his own to form one part of a series with 
"observing" of his life-spiral. two additional novellas. What he 
Each story segment is ostensibly was aiming for in this novella (as 
constructed so as to correspond in with all his writing) was for as-
length to its proportion of the pects of his story 10 be metaphors 
spiral; hence Perseus can say of the for other aspects. 
sixth segment (which is divided ln Media Res 
into seven sub-seg.ments), "It was The problem with this novella 
as overlong for its substance as in particular was its double ex-po-
its part on the spiral." At. t?at sition - constructing a second 
point 1 would have been w1llmg revolution of the spiral based on 
to extend the metaphor, . for . the the first mythical one. Further, the 
dialogue began degeneratmg mto novella had begun in medias res-
a series of one-liners. how, Barth asked, dc5 you begin six-
Virtuoso Performances sevenths of the way through the 
Perseus himself was by then see- second revolution and still get the 
ing spirals on the ceiling, on the first series done? 
bed, and in Calyxa's navel. "Ele- Another spiral was commencing 
vated," he .sough~ (or perhaps had as Barth swung out from this no-
-I'm afra1.d 1. ?1d ~ot understand vella to discussing his writing in 
the techmcahties mvolved) an general ("I'm really starting to 
"erection in Elysium·" ("Godhood get into this. . . ") He confessed to 
was okay.") But poor Perseus - having "all kinds of forms," but 
who, as you may recall, .had been not being able to get them going !~st .in two. spaces-;-- was impotent;, without "artistic flacidity" (the 
twice tned, tw~ce unmanned. plight of Perseus revisited'.?) Tak-
Fortunately for him, Perseus had ing off on Keats he complained 
an unde~~ta,nd.ing, if. unli~erated, that "It's bad to' have your pen 
woman: Its JUSt bemg with you glean your teeming brain and still 
1 love, Perseus." ,, be around." 
"Unused to reverence, Perseus Sidereal Snares 
pon~ered:. "Was I to equate love- I am not quite certain, but what 
makmg with mere prolonged pen:· Barth did here Thursday may have 
tration ?".He a.nswered the rheton- been more structurally clever than 
cal ques~1on himself: yes, fo~ as a it perhaps appeared at the time. 
hero, " virtuoso performance is !DY Unfortunately J think he inad-
line of work." "The more you think vertently dest;oyed the subtlety of 
of sex as a performance, the n:ore his own metaphor. 
likely y~u ar~ to .~et stage fright A spiral based on the Golden 
on openmg mght, Calyxa offers. Section, as this one was to be, 
Ca.ught. your breath yet from that would be precisely construc~ed, 
cunnmg little eddy? Good, because closely proportioned to set ratios. 
Perseus, "fettered and coffered," Mr. Barth was not nearly so meti-
"bored stiff" (ha), then relates culous a craftsman. Consequently, 
how he decided that he and ~n- he seemed to Jose control of the 
drom:da should set ?nother spiral metaphor, and some of the initial 
spinnmg. In attemptmg. to re-cap- sense of unwinding was bogged 
ture the past, th:y begm ano~her down amid the witty and eventual-
series correspondm~ to the fi~t. ly stale sexual puns. 
"Aren't you leavmg somethmg However some of the open-end-
out?" Calyxa inq~ir~s sweetly. edness and random motion were 
"She had no end of ms1ghtful ques- undoubtedly intended as Barth 
tions," observed Perseus dryly; he played with the convention of a 
was seeking only a "release from wholly "formed" story. As Perseus. 
immobility." . . John Barth has "set out to learn 
Upward Mob1l1ty about life from art." Hence, na-
Such a release was no doubt ture's Golden Section is made to 
achieved by Perseus a~d by Mr. take the form it assumes in Barth's 
Barth; with the exception of the imagination _ a "revolutionary" 
rather lengthy and overse~ed end idea, no? 
of his spiral, Barth's readmg was 
at the very least "mobile." The 
wave patterns generated by those 
gyrations did leave a part of the 
audience a bit breathless, how-
ever. Only one "insightful ques-
tion" was asked, which was, as. it 
turned out, more than sufficient. 
OONGRESS TO UNITE WOMEN 
The New England Congress to 
Unite Women will be held at Har-
vard, March 26·28. There will be 
a public rally at Lowell Hall Fri. 
night at 7:30, workshops on Sat. 
and Son. 
WELLESLEY - MIT 
Summer Group Flight 
Boston - London round trip 





students, f acuity, employees eligible 
The concept of grades being pu-
nitive was again brought up by 
Miss Widmayer. The discussion fo. 
cused on Ds and Fs which seemed 
to be seen the most punitive, while 
higher grades were seen as a meas-
ure of a student's performance. Academic Distinctions 
Mr. Arthur R. Gold, assistant pro- Discussion on the changing of 
fessor of English, asked that people the standards for Wellesley and 
please distinguish between a graded Durant Scholars was brief. Mr. 
course where a student would be Allan W. Eister, professor of so-
working under the "psychological ciology suggested that these dis-
constraint" of a grade and a Cred- tinctions be given to top percent-
it-Non Credit course where a stu- ages of the class rather than on the 
dent's own initiative would be the basis of a cumulative average. Miss 
impetus behind her work. Fleming said that this had been 
The Honors Program aspect of considered but the Committee felt 
the proposal was then broug~t it would cause unnecessary com-
forth for discussion. Many Council petition for such distinctions. If 
members expressed their concern they are awarded on a grade-point 
over the independence of each. de- average basis a girl would be able 
partment in such procedures smce to work for herself. 
an individual department could de-
cide to whom, why and how hon-
ors are awarded. Some sort of uni-
formity of central control was en-
couraged. . 
Mrs. Ingrid H. Stadler, associate 
The meeting was adjourned with 
a reminder that discussion and sug-
gestfons about this proposal are 
necessary to make it as successful 
as possible for everyone concerned. 
Strobe Talbott . . . 
(Continued from page 11) 
chev aided as much as anyone else 
in maintaining a cold war during 
the tenuous 1950s. 
However, Mr. Talbott emphasiz-
ed Krushcbev was in some re-sp~cts a villain, as our experience 
of his dealings in Hungary or else-
where shows. The most astonish-
ing thing, however, is that Krush-
chev was not merely an acolyte, 
a factor which might have done so 
much to change the course of 
history. 
Justification 
Mr. Krushchev's status in Rus-
sia, even before h:s downfall, was 
that of an ill-mannered boor, add-
ed Mr. Talbott. His reputation in 
his own country can only be de-
scribed as "ignominious." It is 
Krushchev's attempt in this work, 
therefore, to justify himself as well 
as to expose Stalin. 
The problem those involved with 
the book encountered was that of 
veracity. The old man, Mr. Talbott 
remarked, had a propensity to lie 
(which he had perhaps inherited 
from Stalin) . Krushchev has relat-
ed as many as five different anec-
dotes for one single incident. This 
tendency might prove useful, par-
ticularly here, where he is princi-
pally concerned with justifying his 
own position. 
What is important, Mr. Talbott 
observed, is not the relation of 
actual events, but rather an insight 
into the atmosphere during the 
Stalin regime and during the decade 
following. It is, he quipped, "the 
portrait of a man who had many 
warts, both literally and figura-
tively." 
Free.212pagesof 
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your trip to Europe. 
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Kate Millett 
To Speak At 
Commencement 
Kate Millett, radical feminist, 
will be the principal speaker at 
the 93rd annual commencement ex-
ercises at Wellesley College on Sat., 
June 5, 1971, Karen Hunzicker, 
senior class president, has announc-
ed. Wellesley's commencement 
speaker is traditionally chosen by 
the senior class. 
Described by Current Biography 
1as "youthful, profane, and free-
wheeling," Miss Millett came into 
public view with t!he publication 
of her best selling book Sexual 
Politics by Doubleday in the sum· 
mer of 1970. She received her 
Ph.D. in English and Comparative 
Literature at Columbia University 
•that same year and the book was 
her doctoral thesis. The theme of 
Sexual Politics is that " However 
muted its present appearance ma} 
be, sexual dominion obtains, none· 
theless, as perhaps the most per· 
vasive ideology of our culture and 
provides its most fundamental con-
icept of power." 
Born in St. Paul, Minnesota, 
Miss Millett received tlie B.A. de-
gree in English from the University 
of Minnesota, where she was elect-
ed to Phi Beta Kappa. She then 
attended Oxford University in Eng-
land. From 1961 to 1963 she stud-
ied art at the University of Tokyo 
and during this time met her hus-
band, sculptor Fumio Yosimura. 
Miss Millett is also a sculptor. She 
has taught literature and philosophy 
at Barnard College and is current-
ly giving a course on the sociology 
of women at Bryn Mawr. 
Active in civil rights during the 
mid 1960s, Miss Millett is now in-
volved with many groups in the 
women's liberation movement, in-
cluding the National Organization 
of Women (NOW), in an attempt 
to fight "the patriarchal system 
of contemporary society. " 
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